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From All Parts ofi the Territory
rive the New Makers
of Laws
BENEFICIAL

;
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12 NOON.

Legislative
Assembly of the Territory of
New Mexico will begin its ses-- !
S sion at high noon on next Mon-.V- i
day. When the hour hand of the
clock points to 12, Territorial
Secretary Jaffa will rap for or-V der and a most momentous leg is-Ar-.- j'
ive session will have begun.
After the customary invocation
to the Almighty, the roll of
members will be called, where- upon the Territorial Secretary
N will administer the oath and the
S members will then sign the roll.
Thirty-eighth'-

X

16, 1909.
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FATAL ERROR
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With Tremendous Force Into
a Freight

X

V

5 MASH-U-

A Fast Flying Passenger Train Crashes

Etna

X

FOB

LEGISLATION

J ANU Alt Y

FRIGHTFUL LIST

A

OMMnHBLED DEAD

THAW INQUIRY TO
BE IN NEW YORK Bodies of American Consul
Many Victims Were Completely Decapitated and Others
The Coming Assembly Will Pass Many Measures
and
Wife
Messina
at
So Horribly Mutilated as to be
Trial as to His Lunacy to Be Before
That Will Aid The Prosperity of The
Judge and Not a Jury.
Recovered.
Unrecognizable.
Territory.
Price Walters, Aztec.
R. L. Baca, Santa Fe.
E. A. Miera, Cuba.
S. Mirabal, San Rafael.
Jesus' C. Sanchez, Tome.
Powell Stackhouse, Jr., Socorro.
Julian Chavez, Hillsboro.
W. D. Tipton, Tularosa.
IT. M. Sweezy, East Las Vegas.
Antonio A. Gonzales, Villanueva.
Zacarias Valdez, Las Vegas.
Melquiadez Chaves, Pajarito.
Santiago Garcia, Old Albuquerque.
F. J. Davidson, Pinos Altos.
G. E. Moffett, Brice.
James Mullins, Roswell.
C. L. Brife, Carlsbad.
M. R. Baker, Sunnyside.
Council.

During the past few days the newly
elected law makers of New Mexico
have been gathering In Santa Fe,
from all coiners of the territory, preparatory to the legislative session that
are
begins on Monday next. There
all
equally
but
young and old men,
determined to legislate in a proper
and profitable .manner in order that
cred-i- t
great benefit may redound to the
of the people. The various hotels
are filled to their capacities and for
the next sixty days all attention will
"be centered on Santa Fe. The present
session promises to be an epoch makwill
ing one and the New Mexican
keep 11 8 readers informed fully.
For the convenience of its readers,
the New Mexican prints a complete
list of the members of the house and
of the council of the Thirty-eightlegislative assembly, as folloVs:
House.
C. J. Roberts, Raton.
Benjamin F. Brown, Gould.
A. C. Pacheco, Arroyo, Seco.
A. S. Bushkevitz, Roy.
V. H. Blattman, Naranjos.
II. Martinez, Velarde.

Southern Pacific Will Rush Construction Line Through Western New
Mexico.
,

ce'-tam-

A.

Jones, the mining engineer,
Professor Jones has reyesterday.
turned from an extensive trip through
the mineral districts of southern New
Mexico and Ariona, visiting the
district, Globe and other Arizona camps. He is quite optimistic
over the outlook for the mining industry in that section and believes the
completion of the new road which is
to connect with the Denver & Rio
Grande at Durango will have a
effect on the mining development of the entire western half of
n

"New Mexico.

"From the Mogollons 'on'., through
has
been
only a reconnoisance
"The
completed," said Prof. Jones.
road will not touch Silver City, according to present plans but will pass
through the Burro mountains with a
spur to the Grant county metropolis.
The amount of railroad business to be
done in this district is indicated by
the fact that over two hundred teams

j

;
i

;

j
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a Particularly Malignant
Utmost Care In Enforcing

Quarantine.
"In my opinion the scarlet fever sit- nation in the city is in very good
Mt- shape and there is comparatively
tie. danger of further spread of tha
disease through the medium of the
schools," said Albuquerque'3
city physician, Dr. Jonn . scarce,
last night, according to the Morning
Dr. Pearce says tnar. wir.n
Journal.
the exception of nine cases in the
Fourth ward, three cases in the Second ward, two in the First ward, the
disease is practically at k standstill
'
ir the city.
"Outside the city," said Dr. Pearce,
"in the native suburbs and as far
south as Isleta pueblo where there is
one case reported the epidemic has
been severe and the mortality phenomenally hlgli, perhaps one In six
dying from the disease. In Alameda,
Los Candelarias and othe" ourlying
village? the death rate has neen very
high."
"The nlde yesterdav statins- that
scarlet fever has practically "dlsap-- ;
neared from iho families of. school
children in the Fourth ward ia in th3
opinion of Dr. M. K. Wylde, apt to
be .miselading. Dr. Wylder says that
the disease at present is of a particularly maliETtiant character and thnf
the utmost c&re is still necessary."
says the Journal. -

'

Effort to Submit It to the People May
Be Defeated By Texas Legislature.
Waco, Jan. 10. Great interest centers in the question what, the Texas
legislature will do with the proposi- tion to submit to the voters a constl- tutlonal amendment providng
for
statewide prohibition. It is believed
efforts to defeat the submission may
be successful. The senate is known
to be very closely divided. Each side
is contesting every inch of ground.

g

r,

-

mlnd he tool him before Doctor J.
A Massiei who soon declured Aragon
to ))e ,lg jnsane as could be ln the
jH.eaence of Doctor Massie Aragou
couduete(1 i,mHeif m a most ridicul-witoua way
He lleclared tnat Aragon
was not hia nanio and gaifl he had tw0
brolnei.s. vet ne eave the names of
his SUi)posed brothers each entirely
different from his own, plainly indi- eating that he did not know what he
was talking about. One brother he
sajd jved at Villa Nueva, San Miguel
His age was given as 31.
county.
n a probability he will be committed
0 tne insane asylum at Las Vegas,
by Judge John R. McFie.
h

Glenwoodsprings, Colo., Jan. 1C
In a collision between the Denver &
Rio CI ran do train No. 5 west bound,
and a freight train at Dotsero. last
night, eighteen were killed and thirty
injured.
Later Report Increases Dead.
dead and fifty injured
Seventy-onat: least thirty of whom will probably
die. That is the record of the wreck
of the Denver & Rio Grande passenger train No. 5 near Dotsero, twenty
miles from C.leiiwood Springs, according lo a long distance telephone message from Cilenwooil
Springs this
morning. To add lo the horror of the
wreck, the "second relief train on its
way to Glenwood Springs loaded with
injured has been tied up by derailment of some freight cars. The first
relief train bearing a number of
slightly injured readied Glenwood this
morning bringing reports of the
wreck, which appears to have been
one of the worst in the history of railroading. The most slaughter was
clone in the chair car. Of sixty-nin- e
passengers in that coach, sixty-eigh- t
are said to have been killed. One human being to escape was a
girl, who was found under the
dead body of her mother, and who is
too dazed to even remember her
name, other than that it is "Alice."
No further identification of ihe dead
has been made, according to reports
The dead in
reaching (.Henwood.
.many instances are so mutilated as to
the office of General Manager Ridge- way of the Denver & Rio Grande, it
was stated that reports received there
show the list of the dead wiu number
twenty-threand the injured from
twenty-livlo thirty. No details have
yet been received.
According to a Glenwood dispatch
the wreck was caused by the failure
of Engineer Gus Olson of the passenger train to correctly read the time
indicated by his watch. When n ear
ing Dolsoro, Olson looked at his
watch and read the time 0:45 p. m.
It was then 9:5o. Thinking he had
time to make the next siding below
Dolsoro, he pulled the throttle wide
miles
open and was making forty-fiv- e
e
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A Deadlock May Defeat It The
Dispute Still On the TapiS.
Washington Jan. 1C It became
known ast night that Speaker
Can-publi-

agreement was reached and the matter goes over indefinitely.
Thepoint of disagreement is upon
Senator Smoot's provision that resi- dence upon the land is not. requisite
.
to the issuance, of patent to the
Representative Mondell and the
other house conferees insist that the
house will not accept the bill with
the Smoot provision included.
Senator Smoot is insistent upon the
feature of the proposed
legislation and the consequent
lock will probably defeat this bill. ;

-

c

non hag witnni.awn his opposition to
havjnK Arizona and New Mexico ad
mitted to tne Union as states at this
:
session of congress.
Two. bills, one introduced by William H, Andrews, territorial .delegate
from New Mexico, nnd the other by
Marcus A. Smith, delegate from Arizona, are to be pombined into one and
put through by James E. Watson of
Indiana and Edward U Hamilton of

The chairman of the committee on
territories .will report the bill favor-- j
ably at once and it will be called up
for passage a week from Tuesday. .
The withdrawal of the speaker's op- nnalMnn Is based on the fact that
President Roosevelt made it Known
today that he would like to sign the
bill before leaving the White bonse,
thereby enabling him to leave the
White house office with no territories
7,'.'
left.
Homestead Bill Strikes Snag.
Washington, Jan. 16. A meeting of
conferees on the Mondell
homestead bill was held today, but no
320-acr-

will

take hours

for

their

identif-

ication.

The wreckage caught
fire
immediately after the collision, but a
complete holocaust was averted by
the passengers who escaped serious
injury and members of the train crew,
who secured shovels and boards and
put out. the blaze with snow which
had piled in huge banks alongside of

the tracks.

The known dead thus far identified
John C. Davis, Denver; Mahon
Mrs.
Princeton,
Ind.;
Margaret
Francesca Wzell, Wolaston, X. D.;
Edward Gooding, Omaha; Arthur Williams, Des Moines.
List of Injured.
'
Denver, Jan. 'IG. (Bulletin.)
No
complete list of the dead yet available. The following list of injured
was furnished by the. Rio Grande rail-- '
road:
John Rosso, Cleveland; Thomas Elliott, Pendleton, la.; T. D. Miller, Denver; Charles P. Mandee and wife,
Avius Dolopi; Win. M. Earlier, Anthony, Kan.; J. H. Hayden and child,
Fred Jensen, Iowa
Buffalo, Ola.:
Falls, la.; Mrs. Nellie J. Morton, Stan-isCal.; Mrs. A. W. McCauley and
.1.
B.
New:
Winnemucca,
child,
Thompson, Brooking, S. D.; F. Chandler, Denver; ID. E. Cannon, Twin Fall,
Conductor McGowan,
la.; Pullman
Denver; Clarence Vassau.

are:

h,

Scalded

to Death.

Is

Nearly

Las Vegas. Jan. Hi. As a result of
a senseless practical joke played upon
fellow
him by some scatter-braineworkers, Earl West formerly of Roberts, 111., lies in the local Santa Fe
hospital in a precarious condition.
Having been in Las Vegas less than
a month, West some time ago went
to work in the Santa Fe shops as a
boilerwasher. Yesterday his
in order that they might, as they
termed it, "properly initiate him," set
to work to play a practical joke on
him. They told him to remove the
base nlusr from a locomotive that the
boiler might be washed out, and he,
without the slightest suspicion, complied. As fie removed the plug, a jet
of scalding water shot forth, fearfully
Mr. Max. Frost,
burning him. Though suffering in
Santa Fe, X. M.
great agony, his, recovery is looked
for.
I
Dear Friend:
thank you very
much for the papers you sent me and
which I received this morning. Also BANKERS GIVEN FIVE
YEARS IN PENITENTIARY
for the paper, "Santa Fe Xew Mexf
can," you are to send. My brother
address Is, J. W. Gregg, A. M.,
Pittsburg, Pa., Jan. 16. In the U.
Ph. D., Purcellville, Va. Next to his S. district court today three bankers
family, I think Brother John's inter- and business men were sentenced for
est is greatest in the republican party connection with irregular banking
and his attempt to establish a Repub- methods. Two others will be senlican paper in that Democratic country tenced later. William C. Mclvee, vice
was at first thought to be absurd, but president of the Farmers' National
since last election returns came in in Bank of Emlento, Pa., and director of
his district, people are beginning to the bank at Clintonville, was sen"take notice."tenced to five years in the penitenof
My wife said that she never wants tiary. John M. McKee, brother
to live in any other state or terri- William, president of the First Nastates we tional Bank of Clintonville, was sen-- .
tory. Of the twenty-on- e
have crossed or entered since she was fenced to five years. Charles E. Multaken ill, she likes this the best and len, cashier of the Farmers' and Meris perfectly satisfied here. During the chants' National Bank of Mount Pltvs-an- t,
was sentenced to Ave years. F.
four, months since we located here
three families of our friends have H. Stenman, president of the Etna
done likewise and yesterday two more Lumber company, convicted of aiding
came to see the country and are much and abetting the misapplication of the
funds of the Farmers' and Merchants
Yours truly,
pleased.
National bank, also was given five
J. N. WOODMAN, B. S., M. D.

J. X. Woodman, a successful
physician in the pretty town of Questa
of Taos county, who came to Xew
Mexico six months ago for the benefit
of his wife who suffered from consumption, states that she has fully
recovered. When they came to Questa, Mrs. Woodman weighed only 90
pounds and now she weighs 190, having increased in health' and in flesh,
so that she is today a strong, healthy
woman. Dr. Woodman writes the Xew
Mexican that other families from his
NOT
ENCOURAGING old home in
Pennsylvania are arriving dai'y and that they all fall in
love with New Mexico. The followColorado Boundary ing letter shows how they feel:
Cerro, N. M, Jan. 12, 1909.

Republican Leaders Will Follow The
President's Advice
w.

it

Dr.

SEEMS

PRDSPFRTS

piece of twisted steel and iron. The
combination baggage and express car,
smoker and day coach followed the engine and were telescoped while three
heavy Pullmans and the diner crushed
their entire mass against the engines.
The light coaches smashed as if they
were egg shells. Nearly every person
in the chair car was killed. Eight passengers were decapitaled as though
they had been guillotined and their
heads rolled far away from their bodies.
The
bodies
of
vicihe
were
tims
so
mutilated
that

the The Butt of a Cruel Joke

Vicinity of Questa, Taos County.

STATEHOOD NOW

an hour on down grade when
his
train collided with the freight, which
was laboring up hill with two big engines. The three engines were telescoped and when they came to a
standstill they resembled one huge

PUERILE PRANK
HEW MEXICO FOR
PLAYED ON NOVICE
HER EVERY TIME
Pennsylvanians Are Settling

SCARLET FEVER
IN ALBUQUERQUE
Type

Cat-aiil-

constantly kepi putting obstructions
on the tracks around Glorieta. Today
the mystery was solved in the arrest
of one Filomenio Aragon at Rowe by
officer ..J. II. Green.- Green brought
the culprit to the local jail and as
the prisoner showed every symptom
of not beiutr in a normal state of

tween Durango and Farnilngton, X. M.
The idea of the new road is to reach
Salt Lake City
"The mining outlook ln the southern
New Mexico camps,
Steeple Rock,
Steins' Pass, the Burros, Sylvanite and
in fact, everywhere, is good," said
Prof. Jones. "Everywhere there is un- usual and
increasing activity and
something doing all the time. Sylvanstatus
the
into
down
ite has settled
of a steady producing camp and a
number of first class mines will always keep it so. The Old Dominion
at Globe, for instance, employes 2,000
men, enough alone to make a town.
Ther is great activity at Globe. The
Miami company will soon put in a
1,000 ton concentrator and have thirteen million Ions of ore developed.
There is great activity at Globe. The
indiplant for forty years and is an
cation of the vast mineral riches of
this region."

It

re-pe- rt

CRA2Y TRAIN WRECKER
NABBED BY AUTHORITIES.
For a long time the railroad officials
have been annoyed by some one who

are kept busy freighting all the time
between Silver City and the Mogollon
district.
"The people of that part of the
country are most enthusiastic and
there has been no trouble' whatever
about right of way. I have been at- tending to some of that
part of the
f the company, . making
selec- work for
lions in the way of townsites, gettin
bonuses, subscriptions, etc."
Prof. Jones says that by the time
the road is ready to connect with the
Denver & Rio Grande that road will
offer a broad gauge outlet, as proven
by the fact that a broad gauge link
only narrow gauge connection
has been built for the sixty miles be- -

RAILROAD FIGHT WILL
BENEFIT NEW MEXICO

Catania, Jan, Hi. For two days the
populace of Catania has been in a
state of great excitement over the
that the apparition of St. Agatha,
prntectoress of the town, has been
seen on t he summit of Mount Awtna.
Those who say they saw the specter,
declare the scene seemed, "like an angelic dream," St. Agatha being enveloped in thin vaporous clouds through
which shone rays of dazzling light,
while her right hand was extended in
benediction and protection over
Because of these reports' the
belief has spread that Catania was
saved from
the
earthquake only
through the intercession of St. Agatha.
Ninety Thousand Dead In Messina.
Mes.sina, Jan Hi. An estimate of
the dead in Messina, made by American Vice Consul Lupton on behalf of
the embassy at Rome, places the
number at 90,000. Lupton estimates
that 10.000 people are still in the city.
The work of getting information
individuals who were in Messina at the time of the earthquake
is extremely difficult as there are still
tens of thousands under the ruins and
other tens of thousands
scattered
throughout Sicily and the peninsular.
BODIES Or CONSUL
CHENEY AND WIFE FOUND
Washington, Jan. 1G. Captain Bow-yeof the battleship Illinois, who
had his men searching the ruins of,
the consular building at Messina,
cabled the Navy Department today
th;ft the bodies of American Consul
'Aitfitlr. S. Cheney and wife have been
found.
Buried for Eighteen Days.
Messina, Jan. Hi. After lying in the
buried ruins of the consu'ate at Messina for IS days, Ihe bodies of Arthur
S. Cheney, American consul, and wife
were recovered at two o'clock this afternoon by a detachment of sailors
from the battleship Illinois. The bodies were recovered in what was evidently the bed room of the Cheneys.
It, is believed death overtook the unfortunates while asleep. Not less than
100 men from the Illinois were engaged in the work of excavation. As soon
as the bodies were unearthed they
were placed in coffins and conveyed
aboard of the supply ship Culoga
which left for Naples at once.

CLOSE FIGHT ON PRO
HIBITION AMENDMENT

Juan Navarro, Mora.
L. Bradford Prince, Santa Fe.
Charles A. Spiess, East Las Vegas.
M. C. Mechem, Tucumcari.
T. B. Catron, Santa Fe.
P. Hanley, Albuquerque.
C. A. Baca, Los Lunas.
Estevan Baca, Socorro.
James N. Upton, Dewing.
John Y. Hewitt, White Oaks.

.

ette

I

E. F. Gallegos, Clayton.

h

Denver,.. Jan, 16. That the Tnion
Pacific is not to stop with the lines
of the Colorado and Southern, in the
northern part of Colorado, but will
also attack the road in the southern
,
and
part of the state seems
Hill
and the
the fight between the
Harriman forces for traffic heretofore
controlled by the Colorado and Southern system recently acquired by Hill,
bids fair to be a bitter one. A sur
vey has been made and grading done,
it is said, on three new lines of the
Union Pacific. One force of the Union
Pacific suvveys has been put in the
lield to locate a line between Pueblo
and Durango, at which point the
Union Pacific is to connect with the
Southern Pacific 'with a line to be constructed through Arizona. The Union
Pacific will then connect these lines
with the main line at Denver. The
first line to be built ig from Platts-vill- e
to Fort Collins. Surveys for this
cut-of- f
have been already made. This
shortens the Union Pacific time to
Fort Collins by half an hour and pracand
tically, parallels J.he Colorado
Southern.
The business of the Colorado and Southern from this northern
territory, much of which formerly
went to the Union Pacific, has been
turned over to the Burlington.
The
Colorado and Southern has been acquired by the Hill interests, and a big
railroad fight with Colorado and New
Mexico as the battle ground will apparently result. The proposed line
from the Southern Pacific at Cochise,
in Arizona, through, western New
Mexico to Durango, Colorado, has
.been surveyed and will develop magnificent virgin territory.
Will Open Virgin Domain.
Albuquerque, Jarf. 16. "Practically
alL of the maps and profiles are finished, surveys filed, etc., for the Colorado Columbus and Mexican railroad
as far as the Mogollon mountains, a
distance of 150 miles from Columbus
on the Mexico line," said Prof. Fay-

j

Nyack, X. Y., Jan. 1C Thaw will be
given his trial to determine whether
he is sane, in Xew York. An order
to this effect was Issued today by Justice Tompkins. Under Justice Tompkins' direction. Thaw will not be given
a trial by jury. Mrs. Thaws' petition requested such a hearing, . but
Justice Mills has already refused to
grant a similar request, so Tompkins
denied that petition and ordered the
case be heard before the covt or a
judge of Xew York city, with or with
out assistance of a referee, as the
trial judge may decide.

entry-man-

dead-Michiga-

Cook Still Harps on Boundary Survey,
Representative Cook called upon
President Roosevelt and talked with
him regarding the disputed Colorado
boundary line. He left with the presi

dent a letter written

d,

by

a

tormer

"

Charles A. Johnson of Durango,
s""'s umoiy i me uuuuu.rm
veys.
Mr. Johnson attributes the alleged
Inaccuracies1 of the original
survey
made by Enginer Darling to the fact
that when it was made ln 1S68, the

e

(Continued

On Page Eight)
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upright piano
If you want anything on earth
nquire at Wagner Furniture company
store.
a New Mexican vant "ad."
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Fire Department Dance The
ning; team of the fire department will
give a dance at the 0Kra house on
Monday night, January IS,
Meeting Monday There will he a
meeting of the Stephen Watts Kearny
Chapter, D. A. U., at their rooms.
Monday afternoon at 3 o'clock.
But One Performance Only oiie
show at the opera house tonight, after which thu usual dance will be
given. Music by Prof. Ramirez' or-

Jlfc

Patent

wK

I
I

Jjpi& mm Leather

OF
CHILDREN UNDERWEAR
AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES

Regular Price

pam wnen

LINIMENT

The Five Dollar Shoe Man

ThoMiin who is In tin' Habit or puttlntr KIVK lor,r,AHS Into n piilr of
slums liclicvliiK Hint KIVK i( LLAKS In little enoiiirh and not loo much for (rood
shoes, should come hen1 the next time he wants a pair mid (ret the host pair of
shoesfor Ktve Dollars he ever hoiitfht. Best Leather Kest Style,
( oine see ahout It
"Thoroiitfhlreds"ln line shoes are our long suit.

MR. FlvE DOLLAR SHOE MAN
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

u

On notes, diamonds and jewelry a8 ow as $10 and en bljh
J200.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to ona year. Rate
art
reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.

Yin.

V

FAPrI

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 10.
.tore in Suit Fa.

Phone 108.

The largest and the oidJj

up-to-d-

ONE

SPECIAL

WEEK

ABSOLUTE CURE

SPECIAL

Si

OF

iOO Bars

Sail
also

Broke Out on Hips and Legs
Was
So Sore, Irritating and Painful
that Little Sufferer Could Not

$2.65 per Box

Scratched Constantly and
Kept Growing Worse.

Sleep

CUTICURA'S EFFECT
QUICK AND PERMANENT

Pia Fruit in Gal. Cans
AT REDUCED PRICES

Winter 6rocery
Plaza, Santa Fe.

'When ahout two and a half

old my daughter broke out on heryears
hips
and the upper parts of her legs with
a
very irritating arid painful eruption. Ic
began in October; the first I noiionrl
was a little red surface and a constant
desire on her part to scratch her limbs.
She eould not sleep and 'the eruption
got sore, and yellow water came out of
them. I had two doctors treat her, but
she grew worse under their treatment.
Then I bought the Cuticura Soap, Cm.i-cu-

Co.
No. 40.

Telephone

ERUPTION

Ointment and Cuticura Resolvent,

1

Mi

CALL AfiD SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

Everywhere Use Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment

8

8

For preserving, purifying and beautifying the skin, for cleansing the scalp of
crusts, scales and dandruff, for dry, thin
and falling hair, for
softening, whitening

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

China,

Deco-

and soothing red,

Novelties,

rough and sore hands,
for annoying irrita
tions and ulcerative
weaknesses, and for
many sanative, anti
septic purposes as well as for all the uses
of the toilet, bath and nursery. Guaranteed absolutely pure and may be used
from the hour of birth.

Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S. Spitz

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

ass

WOMEN

as!

Complete External and Internal Trentment for
B
Every Humor ot Infanta, Children and Adults
of Cutli'ura Honn (2.rc.) to Ohtiri) the Hhln,
Cuticura Ointment (SOc.) to Ileal the Skin and Cutl-cur- a
In
Resolvent (Sfle.). (or
the form of rhorulste
Coated Tills 25c. per vial of 00) to PurlTy the Hlood.
Hold throughout the world.
Potter Urug & Chem.
Corp..

or

Hole Props., Boston, Mass.
Mailed Free, Cuticura Buck on Skin Dlwasci.

. .
.

25c.
. 35c.

a

it

.

it

..40c.

ii

(i

(t

.

.

50c.

ii

ii

.

.

,85c.

(

it
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.15c
..20c.

1.50 and $1.25

Not Last

Will

and

Liniment for my family. It
is the best Liniment made.
It relieves burns andscalds.'

.

25c.
50c.

to.... 75c.

Long

:-

-:

25c, 50c and $1.00

Mens Outing Flannel Pajamas Reduced to $1.25
3
off on all Mens Winter Overcoats

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.
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ST. IiOUIS, MO.,

FOR

A

HALF CENTURY THE LEADING DRY GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY

Phone 36

P. O Box 219
Sold

and Recommended by

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
Vote. The board of
To Canvass
till over the
county commissioners
territory will meet next Monday for
the purpose of canvassing the vote of
the people for justices of the peace
mid constables last Monday. In this
county the board consists of Chairman I. Sparks, Commissioner Alfred
Lucei'o, Santa Cruz, and Commission
er .Jose Ortiz y Pino of Galisteo. The
canvass will not be lengthy as the
returns are all in good shape and prop
erly prepared and signed.
Excavations
Progressing Excavar
tion for the foundation of the new
sanitarium at St. Vincent's is progressing at a very rapid rate and it now
looks as if the building will he com
plete and ready for occupancy by the
first of July. About thirty teams are
engaged in hauling the earth from the
excavation which is being used for
filling up the low places rn the Ciene-g- a
and about 300 laborers are employed. They are getting the best wages
ever paid for common labor in New
Mexico. This fact has brought about
a great increase in business and the
merchants of Santa Fe are very happy
and very busy.
Museum Visitors The following
have registered at the rooms of the
Xew Mexico Historical society within
the past few days: Charles M. Cross-maFranz Schmidt. San Marcial; B.
W. Bennett, and wife, Topeka, Kan.;
Joseph L. Watchen, Equality, 111.; D.
W. Sedgwick, South Bend, Ind.; Mrs.
Effie Sanders, W. L. Sanders, Indianapolis, Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. Carroll E.
Dr.
Katherine
Johnson,
Chicago;
Astler, Vernon Astler, G. W. DeWitt
Astler, Cincinnati; Charles R. Jones,
Los Angeles; Mrs. E. Spofford, Salt
Lake City; Dr. R. E. Wells, Zanes-ville- ,
Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Alger,
Alden, N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. W. E.
Saunders, Saginaw, Michigan; Nellie
Brown, Des Moines, Iowa; Mrs. Hugh
L. Ettinge, Omaha; H. L. Gates, Chattanooga, Tenn.; R. Berger, Portland,
Oregon; James W. Mullens, Roswell;
F. H. Coke, Denver; Floyd Catchpole,
J. H, Hatcher, Pagosa Springs, Colo.

Economy in Fuel

Appearance
Cleanliness
Trifrp isNnthinor
bo Pleasing
as a lAJLLo air

(Continued On Page Eight.)
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THEY NEVER GO OUT

THE ORIGINAL
and only Absolutely
Air Tight

COLES
Downdraft
Air Tight

COLES

Magazine for
Hard Cold

The abcfs cuts represent the nearest aproach
to modern heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
in securing the agency for this line and respect
fully invite inspection of same. Owing to the fact
of having purchas ed heavily. We are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.
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HARDWARE CO.
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Tight Heaters
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JEWELERY

By

Method.

CUT Gl ASS, CHINA AND 8IVERWME.
an Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N. M.

On

HLAID
ALL THE TIME

Telephone

Mo

LIVERY STABLE

148 Red

MRSOTTO RETSCH.
LARGE QUANTITIES

and small quantities at prices
that make it worth your while to

purchase all.

LUMBER
of us.

Farming Timbers, Siding
Joist Shingles and every requi
site of the modern Builder. Give
us a trial order and we will feel
sure of a continuance of your
patronage.

HORSES, SJNGLE
BliGGltS. SURRIES. HACKS

FINE RIGS. RELIABLE

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

C W. Dudrow.

Line.

CHASv.'CLOSSON:
sanea

s&i

TCP

We D
WHITE PINE TAR MENTHABOLATED

10c.

""

i

BBfflSiiffl

OF ANY BETTER REMEDY FOR COUGHS,
COLDS AND BRONCHITS THAN COMPOUND

.oc.

. .

These are Exceptional Bargains

RHEUMATISM. CUTS, OLD
SORES, SPRAINS, WOUNDS,
STIFP JOINTS, NEURALGIA,
SCALDS, ETZ.,
G. A. Friodel, Dallas, Tex.
writes: "Iune Ballard's Snow

ra

and only used them two weeks when she
was entirely well. This was in February. She has never had another rough
place on her skin, and she is now fourteen yeurs old.
used only half the
bottle of Cuticura Resolvent end less
than a box of Cuticura Ointment. Mrs.
R. R. Whitaker, Winchester, Tenn..
Sept. 22, 1908."

. .

k

Cluett Shirts Reduced from

WILL CURE

.

it

BALLARD'S SNOW

v

Reduced to

..20c.

it

Why suffer with

chestra.
Dance The
Young
Impromptu
Folks Dancing club held an impromptu dance at the opera house Fri-daFifteen
night after the show.
couple were presnt.
Pablo A. Sena, of Rows, San Miguel
county, is in the city, stopping at the
Normandic.
lie is here on business
matters and will remain during the
session of the legislature.
A Union Meeting
The Christian
Endeavor society of the First Presbyterian church has bewi invited to and
will unite with the Kpworth League
of St. John's M. E. clmrcn In a union
meeting at the latter church tomorrow
night at 6:45. Arthur E. P. Robinson
will lead.
Three Cement Stone Bridges It Is
understood that three cement saone
bridges will be constructed this year
in this city: One over the Arroyo Sais
and two over the Rio Santa Fe.
These will be handsome improvements.
FAIR LOCAL WEATHER.
The rapid disappearance of snow
and the oncoming of fair and delightful weather conditions, continue. Yes
terday the maximum temperature was
51 degrees at 2 p. ni.; minimum tem- jperature, 53 degrees at 7:30 a. m.;
'mean temperature, 43 degrees. The
.departure from normal was 15 de- -'
grees. The relative humidity at 6 a. m.
was 8") per cent; relative humidity at
ti i). m., (19 per cent; relative
humidity
average for the day was 77 per cent.
There was merely a trace of snow on
the ground at 0 p. m.. Lowest temperature during last night was 31 degrees. There was no precipitation for
the 21 hours ending at 6 a. m. today.
The temperature at 6 a. m. today was
31 degrees.

Co.

WE ARE CLOSING OUT ODD LOTS

run-

I
I

Incorporated 1903

JJeligraan Bros.

Wea- -

tiler forecast for New 'Mexico:
Fair weather tonight and Sun- day with Ktitionary temperature.

16, 1909.

SOLD BY
,

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

PHONE.
NO. 213.

SATURDAY, JANUARY

16, 1909.

,THE SANTA

figure it ah out to their own satisfaction.
Aborigines.
It is unfortunate that conditions not
of his making should have home so
hardly upon the Navajo, for he i not
a bad fellow according to his lights.
Physically, intellectually and morally
he is superior to his. Mow aborigines
of the north, and to the
nomadic
tribes both east and west of him. He
rehas always been
ceiving no rations' nor other grudging
aid from the government. When there
i:-- work to be
had, the men work willingly and conscientiously grading on
the railroads, constructing irrigation
reservoirs tind ditches, and weeding
RICHES OFTHERESERVATION or harvesting sugar
beets in the beet
fields of Colorado. They cultivate their
scanty patches of corn and beans on
Industrious Workers, Artistic every likely and many unlikely spots
in the
having been true "dry
Blanket Weavers, But Dis- farmers"desert,
long before the Campbell
system was dreamed of. They build
honest and Untruthful.
their humble hogans, of stone, or of
timber banked up with clay, wherever
(By John L. Cowan.)
there is water and grass for their
If there is a spot In all America sheep and goats. They are not no
where one would think it unlikely that mads, as were the iribes of the plains:
the faintest echo of the "hard times" nor are they settled agriculturists, like
and general depression of the past the Pueblos. They are true Bedouins,
few months could ever penetrate, sure- moving only when necessary 1o sely that spot is the Navajo Indian res- - cure better pasturage or a more bounervation. Yet there are few places tiful supply of water. Their blankets
where the ills from which the country i have made their tribal name a house- -
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New Mexico Military Institute

g

NEW MEXICO.
of the Southwest."
Army Ofiicers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
ROSWELL,

Si THWEST

ii

D

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
or for business life. (Jreat
air work. Ileaithiets location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
u the beautiful Pecoj Valley
the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
little rain or snow during session.
Eleven Oflicers.and Instructors, all gradu
ates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
O, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JA. W. WILLSON,
"
Superintendent
JgJjJ?'

Story of the Navajo
Indian of To-

men for collfige
amount of open

day
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On Navajo Reservation.

graphers is as o'd as civilization; but sistible might of th White Father at
a grim and Washington.
among the Navajos it
By many this pxpedilinn
For a man to is believed to presage an early
tragedy.

I
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ever-prese-
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These celebrated Hot Springe are located in the midst of the Ancient Cliff
milec west of
Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
Taoii, and fifty milee north of 8anta
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Staton, on the Denver ana1 Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
dally Ime of stage runs to the springs.
The temperature c these waters, is
rom 90 to 127 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate
ery dry and delightful the entire year
round. Ther Is now i commodious hotel for the convenience of Invalids and
tourists. People suffering from Consumption, cancer, and other contagious diseases, are not accepted. These
waters contain 1,625.2 grains of alkaline salts to tne gallon, being the rich
Bar-anc-

Ik

hair-pullin- g

,

dress:

0

tr

Express

General Express Forwarders
TO

mi arts of the WeiId

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS
Payable Throughout the United States, Canada. Mexicc
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
I.

D. BARNES.

Aoent

BB2&SSEBBSZ21

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women.
It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respective departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in

numbers.

LS:

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

HOOM AND BOARD AT THE
at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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est alkalln Hot Springs In the worla.
The efficiency of these waters has
been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to in the following diseases:. Paralyois, Rheumatism
Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's Disease
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
ets.
Grippe, all Female Complaints,
Coard, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
Stage meets Denver trains and waits
for Sanl- - Fe rain upen request. Thle
retort is attractive at all seasons an
is open all winter. Passengers for Oja
Caliente can leave Ssnta Fe at 9 a. m.
and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m., thf
same day. For further particulars ai

ANTONIO JOSEPH.

;
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QJO CALIEJJTE fJDT SPRINGS.
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meat of bind to the Navajos, followed
upon the face of his mother-in- law, in their opinion, would Vlng it by the throwing open of the. rest ot
long train of incalculable evils, to llio reservation to settlement,
The Navajo Language,
him, to her, and to all with whom
their destinies were involved. As his
The first printing press (jver built
wife's mother frequently mat:". her to print the Navajo language has
n li
i
liogan. it rerpiives some
ly been ordered for instalMlion
lively dodging for her to keep out of llt ,ll0 Rf,hal)otIi Mission, five miles
sight. When he returns home, after i'mm niillnp, X. M. For the first lime
t
marketing his wool or visiting the in u,e history of the tribe, the
trading store for a supply of jH 10vv i,avi,
alphabet, a
he gives warning of his
a translation of a portion of the
and tl old Hildo jn ihHr own vernacular, and the
proach by a loud
lady scurries to cover, remaining out beginnings of a real
literarv bin- of sight as loti'i as he is in the vicin- gauge. This
represents Hie life wiirk
vt Kev. L. P. Brink, of Tohatchi, New
ity. Perhaps a good many
T'f-jTf- l
t f
H tmen in civilization would be .Aii'xieo a missionary of the Christian
glad to see the Navajo mother-in-laReformed church. For years he has
superstition become universal. It has been lahorijig upon the colossal task
its advantages, as well as its incon- - (,r reducln
the Navajo language to
veniences.
literary form, having invented an alA Resourceful Empire.
phabet, written a dictionary, and formIt has lien stated in official publica ulated a grammar conforming to Na
tions, and in nearly everything em- - vajo usage. The Gospels, most of the
anating from private sources that has Rooks of the Old Testament and a
been published on the subject, that the hymn book have been translated into
The only
Navajo reservation is a vast and tile aboriginal language.
worthless desert, incapable of sup- book yet printed in Navajo is a comporting a greater population than that pile ion of a few familiar hymns.
now living upon it.
This idea has Peculiar Construction of Grammar.
The translation from English into
been fostered by the circumstance
that all the main traveled roads that Navajo is said to be attended by
To illustrate the
difficulties.
traverse Ihe reservation are bordered
by lands more or less desert in char- nature of these, it may be mentioned
acter. To the belief that no one but that the Navajos have no less than
an Indian can live within its confines, twelve verbs meaning "to give," the
the Navajos probably owe the fact one used in any particular instance
that they have been permitted to re- depending upon the nature of what is
tain it. for so long unmolested.
This given. Similarly, there are nine uiif
belief is now known to be largely er- related verbs meaning "to eat," the
roneous. The white sheep herder and one used depending upon what if
So it is with the verbs excowpuncher know that the succulent, eaten.
of almost all actions; there
semi-desepressive
are capable
grasses of the
of supporting many times the flocks are many words for each English
and herds that the Indians graze upon equivalent, the one selected dependthem. The white farmer believes that ing upon its grammatical object. The
hundreds of thousands of acres of the construction of the language is somevalley and mesa lands can be success- what similar to that of the Latin, the
fully "dry farmed," and knows that verb usually coming last in the arhundreds of thousands of acres more rangement of the sentenci. For sevmight be irrigated and transformed eral sounds common in Navajo, there
into some of the garden spots of the are no English equivalents. For these
Southwest. The coal baron casts cov- new characters have been intended, al
aletous
eyes upon an undeveloped coal though the letters of the English
"V
fan
as
are
as
far
posemployed
field that contains more of the black phabet
Ani'
diamonds than the whole state of sible for the indication of equivalent
Pennsylvania. The cupidity of the oil sounds in Navajo. To listen io a conNavajo Blanket Weaver.
two
producer has ben aroused by a knowl versation carried on between
lan-Ih- e
one
with
unfamiliar
the
oil
Navajos,
fact
the
that
of
through
seeps
edge
surface in canyons within ten suage would think that it consisted
lias suffered have been felt in more hold word wherever beauty is appreof Gallup, and that surface out- mainly of inarticulate grunts. But ai
miles
acute form. . A striking, illustration, ciated, or durability pr'zed. In their
rock may he difference in sound ?o slight that the
own field they stand alone as far be- - crops of
this, of the solidarity of modern busas are the traced across the reservation for untrained ear cannot, detect it fre-- !
reach
of
the
yond
rivalry
inessthat the bulls of Wall street and
scores of miles. Lumbermen ' and the quently makes a vast difference in!
of Bokhara in their sphere.
the bucks of the Arizona desert stand rugs
bureau of forestry are exercised over meaning. It is evident, then, that the
A Thief and a Liar.
or fall together; that the women of
Yet the Navajo has his peculiarities
the Smart Set and the squaws of the
which are faults only when he is
American Bedouins are "flush" or
"broke" for the same reasons; that judged by the white man's standards.
the same causes that produce; hard For one thing, he knows no distinctimes or prosperity in the great cen- tion of meum and tuum, and would raters of fade and industry bring to ther steal than buy at any time, and
pass identical results in the dessicated front' any person. Again, the truth is
not in him oj' if it is, it is so deeply
heart of "the land that God forgot."
buried that it never reaches daylight;
and
Times
Hard
the Navajo.
and ingratitude is so universal that
must
Yet the reason why the Navajo
Finits opposite is inconceivable.
stand or fall, with his white brother
for
weakness
a
he has
many
is easily discovered. The chief indus- ally,
wives but this may be accounted
of
the Navajos are sheep raising lack of
tries
wisdom, rather than lack of
and blanket weaving. Owing to the
Two wives is the
moral perceptions.
unsatisfactory condition of business, common allotment, although somo
wool declined in July and August to have been known to have twelve.Some-time- s
six and seven cents a pound delivered
it happens that a man's wives
at the trading stores on the reservaThen he separates them,
quarrel.
tion. The Navajo squaws thought it
each a hogan, if possible
for
building
wool
to
weave
their
would be better
a
rock, a butte or
I
by
s
separated
i
into blankets, expecting to receive as a hillock which high
neitiur is supposed
Conhigh prices for them as before..
to pass. If all tales Lc true, they are
sequently, the market was overstocked not always careful to observe their
with blankets, while the traveling
metes and bounds;
and
lie lacked the money to buy. As a prescribed
Where Travel Is Difficult.
a lively scrap and
many
result, Navajo blankets sold at lower contest has taken place, when the lord
figures during the past season than at of the divided hogans v.,js a ay, wit
any prior period within the memory nessed only by wondering jaclaabbits the fact that one of the great virgin task undertaken by the missionaries,
of man; and the Navajos have worked
pine forests of America is largely in- of reducing the spoken language
and wide-eyepappooses,
harder and made less money than in
cluded
its borders', extending written form, is one of unusual
, within
Mother-ln-LaTragedy.
any former year in their experience.
south for more than one hundred
The mother-in-laIt will be a long time before they can
joke of the para- - miles from the San Juan river; and
prospectors tell of vast deposits of
You would not delay taking Foley's
gold, silver and copper ores, from Kidney Remedy, at the first sign of
which they hope to make their everkidney or bladder trouble if you reallasting fortunes, as soon as the break- ized that neglect
might result in
ing down of reservation lines will per- Bright's disease or diabetes. Foley's
mit..
Kidney Remedy corrects irregularities
A Farm for Every Navajo.
and cures all kidney and bladder
'
Sol by all ruggists.
It is the settled jwlicy of the government to induce the Indians to acThe Normandie Hote!, Santa Fe'
cept individual land allotments, whenever this can. he done, to the end that popular $1 .50 a day hotel, is now un
der the management of Hugh F. Du
they may forget their shiftless,
habits, and settle down to Val. Extensive improvements are be
Farming, stock raising or some other ing made, the cuisine materially imreputable way of making a living. proved and the new landlord propose,
The reservation policy has not been to make the Normandie the best mod
an unqualified success, and in time erate priced hotel n the territory
it. is hoped to do away with it for Give this hotel a try.
something better. Last summer six
troops of United States cavalry pene- Croup positively stopped in 20 min'I?
trated into the ' almost unexplored utes, with Dr. Shoop's Croup Remedy.
wilderness of the reservation, with One test alone will surely prove this
the double object of ascertaining its truth. No vomiting, no distress. A
resources and capabilities, and of Im- Bafe and pleasing syrup 50c. Sold by
Navajo Hogan.
pressing the tribesmen with the lire- - Stripling, Burrows & Co.
-
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Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems .
OUR MOTTO: Te Have the Best of Everything In Our
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I .20
Daily, per week, by carrier
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FOR THE
FIELDS
MOTER.
of
Indian
Commissioner
Intimation conies from Colorado
a
evolved
has
Leupp
the
over
right
that the legal dispute
wants
the
He
idea.
brilliant
to Impound the waters of the Rio
Grande river at the Elephant Buttes Indian tribes to incorporate so as
in Sierra county, to be used for irri- to give them a vantage point in the
commungating the Mesilla, the El Paso and courts and to protect their
Juarez valleys, is to be revived. ity rights. The Pueblo Indians of New
to being inNewspaper readers will remember Mexico come very near
to
but
have each
bodies,
the
corporated
how, for many years and years,
case dragged through the New Mexico pueblo a stock company capitalized
district and supreme courts and was at a certain sum, divided into a cera
repeatedly remanded by the V. S. su- tain number of shares, is suggestion
to Ihe legal
preme court until it was thought the that ought to bring joy
be
would
There
prospects
the
tmded
was
fraternity.
by
finally
litigation
federal reclamation service undertak- of receiverships galore and opportunitaling to build the proposed dam and ties for the employment of legal
mulbe
would
ent
retainers
Mexico
fat
and
with
a
and
treaty
reservoir,
lhat part of the waters impounded tiplied manifold. By all means have
Indians
Pueblo
incorporate.
should be for the use of irrigationists the
on the Mexican side of the boundary. While the dividends would not 'rival
But now conies Colorado and those of the Standard Oil company
that I'ncle Sam has yet the opportunities for stock manipcomplains
forbidden the construction of large ulation should lay the foundation for
irrigation works in the San Luis val- many a fortune. Says a New Mexican
ley, Colo., because such works would exchange on (his subject:
"Commissioner of Indian Affairs
interfere with the water supply for
13.' Leupp. explains in detail
Thus
Francis
reservoir.
Buttes
the Elephant
is revived the old question whether in the current Collier's the plan he
the Rio Grande is one river or three suggested some time ago of incorporivers or half a dozen rivers between rating the various Indian tibes.
"Mr Leupp takes the Choctaw and
its geographical source and its mouth
in the Gulf of Mexico, and whether Chickasaw nations as an example.
irrigation along its upper reaches has These tribes own in common lands
any influence upon the lower reaches valued from $10,000,000 to many times
of the river, or as it was put in the that sum. The money received from
Elephant Butte litigation in the New leases is now divided among the Inconstrucdians.
the
Mexico courts, whether
"If these lands were sold outright
tion of a dam in the upper course
would affect the navigability of the it would give the great body of Indian
river further down. Says the Denver beneficiaries just about one year to
get rid of their last dollar, says Mr.
Republican:
commissioner
The Indian
"In view of the fact that the state, Leupp.
San
of
the
two
the
the
tribes as a
would
people
incorporate
representing
Luis valley, will almost inevitably be- joint stock company with a legal life
come involved in a contest over the of twenty-fiv- e
years, at the expiration
use of the water of the Rio Grande for of which time the property would pass
Indian
irrigation, the legislature should make to the hands of
an appropriation to cover the expense children, who would be capable of
Five of the
of maintaining gauging statioiw and caring for it properly.
stream measurements on that river to seven directors of the corporation
determine both what its flow is and woud be prominent officers of the
United States government, and two
what becomes of the water.
more would be elected by the tribes
believe
to
"There is good reason
litEvery man, woman and child in the
of
flood,
in
times
very
that, except
tle of the water originating in Colo- tribes would own one share of stock.
rado would reach the site of the pro- No stock could be sold or transferred
of the directory
posed Engle reservoir in southern without the approval
therefore swindling of the Indian
New Mexico, even if there were no
would be impossible.
irrigation on this side of the New stockholders
"Mr. Leupp's plan, if practical in
Evidence was discovMexico line.
ered a number of years ago by Prof. the case of the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, could be applied to the
Carpenter of the Agricultural college
tribes. The proper disindicating that much of this water is various other
Indian
of
lands, so that the
position
after
surface
the
lost beneath
just
themselves
Indians
Mexmay secure lastNew
into
the
boundary
crossing
is' one of the
from
benefits
them,
ing
be
to
ico.
If this should be shown
most
the
government
problems
vexing
the
that
would
demonstrate
correct, it
claim of the reclamation service that now faces. Mr. Leupp's plan seems
to offer a way out, and is worthy of
irrigation in Colorado should be prohibited in order that the water might thorough consideration, and a trial.
be stored in the Engle reservoir, would Perhaps the Red Man, incorporated,
be deprived of almost all its force would cease to be a national proband validity; for the water does not lem."
reappear a few miles farther down
FEEDING PRICKLY PEAR TO
the stream, but is lost among tie rock
CATTLE.
strata far beneath the surface.
From the press of the New Mexican
"This theory proceeds upon1 the assumption that the San Luis valley Printing companr has come an interwas originally a great basin, which esting bulletin: "Experiments in the
in the course of years has been filed Digestibility of Prickly Pear by Catto its present level in consequence of tle," the author being R. F. Hare of
The the Agricultural Eperlment Station
erosion from the mountains.
lower rim of this basin lies a short dis- at Agricultural College, Dona Ana
Mextance south of the Colorado-NeQuite often statements find
county.
ico line, and it is believed that but their way into print as to the great
'
nutritive value of the cacti and the
little of the water crosses it.
"In any event, careful and accur- great boon that would come to the
ate river measurements woud show stock industry, if the prickly pear and
cacti
what, becomes of the water, and other common varieties of the
on
Southwestern
abound
which
whether it would reach the Engle rescatervoir in case its' use in this state plains, were found available for
stock.
experiother
and
Many
tle
were permanently prohibited.
ments along that line have been
"The importance of the proposed inmade and gratifying results have been
vestigation is clearly shown by the
but thus far, the feeding of
fact that the purpose of reclama- obtained,
of course, after removing the
cacti,
tion service In laying claim to this
the fibers, is in
water is to reclaim, not public, but thorns and preparing
The conclustage.
the
experimental
private land lying in New Mexico and sions reached after the experiments
Texas. No excuse, whatever, can be
described in the 48 page, illustrated
made for the effort by certain officials
which can be had upon apto deprive citizens of Colorado of wa- pamphlet,
are
that prickly pear digestplication,
ter originating in this state."
ible nutriments are about equal to
those of immature green corn fodder
Federal Judge K. M. Landis has and that for a 1,000 pound cow, a raof
ibroken Into the lime light again. It tion consisting of fifty pounds
19 not a $29,000,000 fine this time, but prickly pear, ten pounds
of wheat
the gift of his overcoat to a poor bran and ten pounds of alfalfa would
wretch of a prisoner whom he had furnish about the correct "theoretjust sentenced to the house of cor ical" amount of nutrients. However,
rection. Besides the fine advertising if the cow is consulted about a matgiven this act of charity, Judge Lan ter of such great importance to herdis will have the satisfaction of know self, she might express herself satising that it will not be overruled by fied with the above ration with the
the U. S. circuit court. It is up to prickly pear cut out. At least, the
Judge Grosscup now to give away his New Mexican looks for no immediate
advance in the market quotations on
shirt.
prickly pear.
President Roosevelt has just shown
California Is having its floods early
the officers of the army that he can
in
the season, or perhaps the high waon
t
miles
horseback
ride ninety-eighin one day and enjoy a terrapin sup- ter causing so much damage in the
per on top of it without turning a state this week is but preliminary to
hair. However, President Roosevelt the usual spring freshets. New Mexcan do and has been doing many things ico river valleys may ajso have their
that no one else can do or cares to do. annual flood experience, in a few
weeks as the snow in the hills is deep
That's what makes Roosevelt
and an early spring is indicated.
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AN IMMORTAL.
Next week, January 19, will be celebrated the hundredth anniversary of
the birth of Edgar Allen Pop, that
wild, erratic genius, who wrote several of the sublimest poems in the
English language. Allhough he died
when only forty years of nge, his fame
is international, He lived a curiously
lonely, troubled life and excelled no.,
only as a poet, though there is his
greatest fame, but also as a storyteller and critic. After a day's prosaic work, it is relaxation indeed to
read one of his shorter stories, the
forerunner of the 'modern ' detective
tale, or to repeat the choicest of his
poems, none of them long, all musical
and some of them alluding
To the glory that was Greece,
And the grandeur that was Rome.
"The Raven" has reached the widest circulation perhaps of any poem
in the language and has been parodied innumerable times, but better as
poetry so critics say, are "The Bells,"
"Israfel," "To Helen," and "To One
in Paradise,' which concludes with
these musical lines that sing them'

selves:
"And all my days are trances,
And all my nightly dreams
Are where thy dark eye glances,
And where thy footstep gleams
In what ethereal dances,
By what ethereal streams."
THRILLING TALE.
The Santa Fe Employes' Magazine
for January tells the stirring story of
the "Grand Canyon War," during
which the Atchison, Topeka
and
Santa Fe Railway interests battled
with the Denver and Rio Grande interests for the possession
of the
Grand Canon of the Arkansas, the
only available route to Leadville. In
it figure men whose names have permanent place in the development of
the Southwest. There are related incidents as romantic and exciting as
any account of a great battle. It. is a
story well worth telling and retelling
and every westerner should be familiar with its details. There will be
other railroad contests, though more
peaceable, in the near future, for the
possession of the best routes to the
choicest parts of New Mexico, such
as the Taos and Chama valleys, still
without the necessary railroad facilities. Railroad builders will wonder
that there were bloody fights thirty
years ago for the possession of the
bleak Arkansas Canon while a comparatively well populated and fertile
region like that of the Taos valley remained without a railroad for decades
A
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How's This?

Lame Shoulder Cured.
Lame shoulder is usually caused by
rheumatism of the muscles and quickof
ly yields to a few applications
.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. Mrs. F. H.
ATTORNEYSAT-LAWMcElwee, of Boistown, New BrunsMAX FROST
wick, writes: "Having been troubled
Attorney-at-LcNew Mexico for some time with a pain in my left
Santa Fe
shoulder, I decided to give ChamberG. W. PRICHARD
lain's Pain Balm a trial, with the result that I got prompt relief." For
Attorney and Counselor at Law
Practice In all the District Courts sale by all druggists.
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme court.
The New Mexic&a printing company
, N. M,
Office: Laughlin Blk., Santa
has ready and for sain
and
correct compilations of the territorial
EDWARD C. WADE.
incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
Attorney-at-Lathe territorial road laws, pprlce 50
Disand
Practices in ,he Supreme
cents, and of the territorial mining
trict Courts of the Territory, in the laws,
price 50 cents per copy. These
S.
U.
Probate Courts and before the
can
be
purchased by applying in per
Surveyor General and U. S. Land Don or by mail at the office of the

Professional Cards

Offices'.

Us

16, 1909..

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that,
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.
Toledo, O.
known F.
have
We, the undersigned
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made-bhis firm.
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVINV
Wholesale Druggists Toledo, "o,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
nd mucous surfaces, of the system..

Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents'
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists,
Take Hall's Family Pills for

New Mexico company.

Cruces,

If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

If you wan; anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."

try

try

District and SuPrompt and careful
preme Courts.
Attention e'iven to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
Practice in the

RENEHAN
Renehan

A. B.

&

THE

DAVIES,

FIRST

BAJIH

NATIONAL

E. P. Davies

Attorneys-at-La-

OF SANTA FE.

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts; Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron block.
Nw Mexico
Santa Fe,

L

The oldest hanking Institution In New Mexico, Established In 1670
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H VAUGHN, Cashier.

CHARLES F. EASLEY

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President

ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

(Late Surveyor General.)

Assistant Cashier

Attorney-at-Ls-

and Mining business a spec

Iand
ialty.

New Mexico

Santa Fe,

GEORGE B. BARBER.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice in the District Court and
Supreme , Courts of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all busi
ness.
New Mexico
Lincoln County,
HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in

he District Courts as

well as before i,ne Supreme Court )f

the Territory.

New Mexico

Las Cruces
MARK

B. THOMPSON

Attorney-at-La-

District

Eighth District,
Lincoln and Otero coun

Attorney

Dona Ana,
ties.
Las Cruces,

Capital Stock, 1150,006.

Surolus

fine

undivided Profits, 163,60.

Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loans
and col
money on the mosi favorable terms on all kinds of personal
lateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and

foreign

exchange

and

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms ac are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or rivate. interest allowed on time deposits at the rat
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time, Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bsnk
ixecutes ah orders of its patrons In he banking line, and ainrca te
xtend to thrm as llorrl treatment In all respects, as is consistent
with safety and the principlea of tound banking. Safety deposit boxes
for rent. The patronage of the public

- respectfu

ly solicited.

New Mexico

4

HARVIE DUVAL.

afterwards.

Attorney-at-La-

In view of the approaching legislative session, the titles of bills introduced in assemblies now in session,
is suggestive.
In the Texas legisla
ture, yesterday, there were introduced
bills to reduce the membership of the
house to 92, to spend $200,000 for a
sanitarium for tuberculosis patients,
to prohibit baseball on Sundays, to
compel children between the ages, of
seven and seventeen to attend school,
a full crew bill, for a constitutional
submission, for a west Texas normal
school, and a few other measures
showing that Solons in Texas are
quite active and seek to cover a wide
field. There ought to be a legislative
school for the excorrespondence
change of legislative ideas so that
every member of any legislature, no
matter where located, might have the
honor of introducing as many bills as
his typewriter can grind out.

Land, Mining and Corporation Law exclusively. Practice in all the District
Courts and Supreme Court. Special at
tention to perfecting titles and organizing and financing land and mining
properties. Office, Laughlin Block.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

The engineer who a decade ago
declared that the available water in
New Mexico would reclaim only 230,-00- 0
acres, should read the first bien
nial report of Territorial Irrigation
Enginer Vernon L. Sullivan. During
the past two years he has approved
irrigation projects' to cover 800,000
acres and there are applications for
water rights pending, to cover more
than a million acres in addition. This
is outside of the federal irrigation
projects and it is safe to say that the
available water in New Mexico will
irrigate 2,500,000 acres, or ten times
as much as the original estimate. Add
to this thirteen million acres, which
experts say can be reclaimed by dry
farming, and the future of New Mexico as a great agricultural commonwealth is assured.

WILLIAM M'KEAN
Attorney
Mining una Land Law.
New Mexico

H. M. DOUGHERTY
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme add District Courts of thi Territory. Office:

New Mexico

Socorro,

CATRON AND GORTNER
anu Counsellors at Law
Attorneys
'
Office: Catron Block
Santa Fe,
New Mexico

IMF
PI I If.
till!
Ad

WILLIAM VAUGHN. Pfopj.
-

A

One of the Best hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers
--

o

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Washington Avenac
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLANT

L. O. FULLHN
Attorney- - Law
--

District Attorney Ninth District
First Nation&l Bank.

Office over

New Mexico

Roswell.

t-Law

Taos,

HOTEL
JE. LACOME

C. W. G. WARD.

Territorial District Attorney for San
Miguel and Mora counties. .
Las Vegas
New Mexico
M.4C. MECHEM.
Attorney-at-Law- .

New Mexico

Tucumcari,

Jesse

G.

Northcutt

Proprietor
Postal Telegraph Office
Commodious Sample
I ong Distance
Telephone Station.

C. J. Roberts.

NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS.
Attorneys at Law.
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad
Colorado.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
a Good One,

H. R. PUTNAM
U. S. Court Commissioner

f

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

and
IttJCSS THE BUTTON WE DO THE REST,
Conveyancer.
Loans and Real Estate.
Monday next, the city' will be filled
New Merico.
with prominent and well known citi- Texico,
information
Correspondents
asking
zens who will come from all tne prinof New Mexthe
Territory
concerning
towns
in
the
Sunshine Territory
cipal
Runs on the European Plan!
to be present at the opening of the ico, promptly answered.
Sth legislative assembly and to listen
to the delivery of Governor George
W. A. FLEMING JONES.
Curry's message. It will be a most
Bonds and Investments.
memorable occasion, and an importfor the Third
U. S. Commissioner
ant historical event.
Judicial District of New Mexico.
New Mexico.
The message of Governor George Las Cruces,
and local bank references.
Eastern
to"
38th
Asthe
Curry
Legislative
G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.
sembly probably will be delivered on
BROWN
Both
CONY
T.
Houses in the presTunesday.
ence of large assembly of people
Mining Engineer,
RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
will listen to it attentively and
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexi
carefully, for they know that Governor co School of Mines.
New Mexico
Curry's recommendations will touch Socorro,
Electr'.c Light, Hot and
,
Short Order & Spanish
topics of great moment to New MexiCold Baths.
Dishes Speciality
co's citizenship.
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER
RATES 50c. Up.
Santa Fe, Now Mexico.
Notary Public
The salary of the school teachers
Office with the New Mexican Print
in the city and county precincts ing Company.
I'or anything and everything appertaining to Printiai c Biudin
should be increased.
New Mexico call on the New Mexican Printing Comoany.
These teachers Santa 'e
are among the most valuable public
OSTEOPATHY
,
servants and should be properly and
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
liberally remunerated. They give the
ART PF.THRIS
KODAK & PHOTO
and
treats acuta
Successfully
best days of their lives for the educaor
without
diseases
drugs
tion of the young, and are doing the chronic
AND FRAIHG
SUPPLIES
medicines. No charge for consulta
best possible work for mankind.
avenue.
103
Palace
Office:
No.
DEVELOPING'PRINTiNG
We Make a
tion.
AND ENLARGING.
m.. 6 p. m. 'Phone 158.
Specialty of
Hour:
sun
of
The
statehood has
Hurrah!
Mail orders given prompt attention.
Send for Catalogue.
again broken through clouda that
& DEWEY COMPANY, ESK"
HOWLAND
MexiNew
the
for
Subscrihe
Dally
seemed dark and threatening but are
510 S. Broadway, Las Angeles, Calif.
can and get the news.
now scattered to the winds..
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Reception by the Governor.
evening of next wet'k
legislative reception of
ftom-irf'lirrv lit. his resilience
(Invpi'iinr
Miss Clara Monroe leaves for Den- - )n th(J hlHtork, 01d iaico. Tl.
r
tonight to visit relatives. She will f,lr whi(;h wi:i ast fronl 8 ,,ntil 11)
be Rone for one month.
Iwlll 1)e informai.
order that pkmty
The En Avant club will meet on () room Jimy ,,e ha()i the adioj;ijnr
Monday. lUternon at 2 :4; ociock, wun residence of Lund Commissioner .RoMrs. A. P, Tarkingtou ou Agua f na bert P. Ervien will also be used for
street.
the purpose of receiving the guests.
Chief Justice William J. Mills left As no special invitations have been
for his hqme at East Las Vegas this issued, owing to lack of time, the anforenoon to spend Sunday with his nouncement of the event in these colfamily.
umns serves the purpose of an inviM.
of the Weather Bureau
and it is not to be overlooked
tation,
Office, leaves tonight for Las Vegas that the
reception wl'l be general and
and will- remain there a few days on informal.
official business,
The following prominent persons, toTerritorial Cattle Inspector E. E. Van
with their wives, will be on
gether
Horn, returned yesterday from a trip
to
hand
assist in receiving:
he
down the Estancia Valley where
L. Bradford Prince,
had been on official business.
M. A. Otero, .fudge John It. McFlo,
George Sena, probate clerk of Guadand
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jafat
lives
who
Rosa,
Santa
alupe county
fa.
has arrived in the city. He is a canSeries of Dances The dance given
didate for appointment as clerk of the
last Thursday evening at the Woman's
house of representatives.
The judges of the supreme court Hoard ot 'trade, proved to be a most
were entertained on last Thursday successful and enjoyable gathering of
Those
Revenue the disciples of Terpsichore.
Internal
evening by
Collector and Mrs. H. P. Bardshar at who tripped 'the light fantastic," had
their residence on Chapelle street. A " delightful time and all are looking
eagerly forward towards the dances
very enjovablo time was had.
re to Mth(! Program now
Postmaster C. L. Pollard and sou thi,t
on every
'of Espanola, arrived on last evening's CiM" for imili'
f0lI1'th Thursdays of the
Denver and Rio Grande train. Mr.
Pollard is one of the leading merch- - "'onth.
tints of the rich Espanola valley.
Jf you want anything or.
try
Dr. B. S. Gowen, of Las Vegas,
Nsw Mexican want "al"
of
the
Normal, University
president
of that city, is among last night's arrivals in town. He is a guest at the
Palace. He is after a more liberal
8 appropriation for the institution.
Hon. W. L. Battman, registereing
A. M. DETTELBACH.
from the new town of Naranjos in
at
the
rooms
taken
has
Mora
county,
l
Claire hotel. He is a member of the
.'If
legislative house and will be given
l!
Ki'iiture
seveal of the more important commil-(j- j
All
tee assignments.
M. M. Padgett, manager and editor
i
of the Las Vegas Optic, is a guest at
the Palace. He came to watch the
political proceedings which will commence Monday next, in the halls of
the legislative assembly In New MexEvery
ico's beautiful capitol.
MONDAY and THURSDAY
)!!
.
10 cents
hot, nuu Admission
j. o. x eui eyuu ui uaa
has served as interpreter in previous Reserved Seats
20
ft lesislatures. and will
likely be chief
show at 7:30 and 8:30.
interpreter of the house. He is an exMatinee, Saturday at 3:30.
ceedingly competent Interpreter and
has been court stenographer at Las
Cruces making a good record.
On next Monday evening the judges
of the supreme court will be guests
of honor at a tea at the beautiful resiand Mrs. M. A.
dence of
on
Otero,
Washington avenue. Cards
have been issued and the affair promises to be a most brilliant one.
E. V. Roberts, of Albuquerque, Is
in town and will remain until Sun
He is super intended
day morning.
of construction of the Feder al build,
ing at Albuquerque, and is here for
the. purpose of securing bid s for re-pair work on the Federal building.
Prof. "W. E. Garrison, president of
the faculty of the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla
Park, has arrived here and is domiciled at the Palace. He is here in the
interests of the college and to obtain
a larger appropriation for that excellent institution for the coming Awo,
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Capital Stock

$50,000.
UNITED

BANK AND

STATES

OOL

On Tuesday
v!ll occur the

The
Best
Made

WE SELL EM
SEE THE
WINDOW

Come

In

,

TRUST

J

SANTA FE, N. M.
Prompt and careful attention to all
business entrusted to us.
We pay 4 per cent on time Certificates
and SaviDg Accounts.
YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED.

j

W.

YOU

-

DIRECTORS
N.B. LAUGLING
J. GREEN

N. A. PERRY

TREAT

WILL

C. H. BOWLDS

A.

H. S. REED

R. H.HANNA.

FURNITURE
CHOICEST STOCK IN TIIKC1TY
PRICES REASONABLE

--

THY OUI1

ARE

OPERA HOUSE

In

Packages cut

in

Four Prices Ready

ACENTST"

MATTRESSES

BEDS

The

BEST

For Use.

RIGHT

Show

EVERYTHING IN HAHDWAIIE
Phone No 83.

Mail Order Solicited.

Change of Program

Ranch

Fresh

Fresh

Eggs

SANTA FEMEAT

cents-Evenin-

LIVE STOCK CO.

&

ARE OFFERING

Exceptional Values In

KfM

ROCKING CHAIRS, SIDE BOARDS
DRESSERS AND CHIPONIERS.

FOR THE NEXT

COME

IN AND

SEETHE PRICES
IN

'WMTUWmsm

COME

Iron Beds, Linoleum Lace Curtains

e

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO
HOUSE FURNISH AND UNDERTAKERS

years.

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colsrado Rational

'

Life

Assurance

Company

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co,,
of the Southwest
BERGEftE, Manager for New Mexico

A ftl.
Santa Fe,

N. M.

FOR

Catron

Block

MEN WARM PAJAMAS

Men's Pajamas, nice warm ones
too; made of flannelette, figures and Stripes, these have no
collar; trimmed with white silk
braid. Very warm and exceedingly good values

AT THE PRICE PER SUIT $2.00.

JULIUS H. QERDES
COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump
'
Monero "
"
Cerrillos"

$4.50 per ton
"
5.25
6.00

.

Anthracite Coal all sizes
Smithing Coal

:

41

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Nr A T.

5. F. Depot

Photi

No.

8(5. Offlc

Vesting Sale of the Century
CHICAGO ILLS. DEC. 25TH

m&gSS3mm&rimm

30 DAYS

ALL THE NEW NEWEST STYLES

Greatest

Garfield

Avenu,

H. W. Clark, a prominent young attorney of Las Vegas, and son of Hon.
John S. Clark, is in the city from his
home and has a room at the Palace.
He will be one of the employes of the'
which comassembly
legislative
mences next week. He is a bright
young lawyer and is holding the position of Assistant IT. S. attorney for
New Mexico.
Hon. W. D. Tipton, of Tularos,
Otero county, who representsvthe sixteenth legislative district in the house,
consisting of Otero and Dona Ana
counties, is cosily domiciled at the
Nusbaum residence on Washington
Mr. Tipton, of course, is a
avenue.
F.'epufilican, 'and .the New Mexican
predicts he will make a good legislative record.
The elegant home of Territorial and
Mrs. Nathan Jaffa, at 397 Palace avenue, was the scene last evening of a
brilliant social affair, a dinner in honor of the justices of the New MexiBesides Chief
co supreme court.
Justice W. J. Mills, Associate
Justices John - R. McFle, Frank W.
Parker, Edward A. Mann, Ira A. Abbott and W. H. Pope, there were present Governor George Curry, National
Committeeman Solomon Luna, Hon.
M. A.
H. O. Bursum,
Otero, and Commissioner of Public
Lands, R. P. Ervien.
Editor P. A .Speckman, journalist,
politician and real estate dealer of
Estancia, is In the city and is registered at the Normandie. He Is the
popvflar publisher of (the Esiarjria
News and is here on personal business, and to acquaint himself with
the legislative situation and to learn
what there is to the proposition to
remove the county seat of Torrance
county from Estancia to Willard. He
states that while things in the valley
are not moving as fast, as desired,
nevertheless there is a slow but sure
improvement taking p'ace and1 a satis
factory future in sight.

0. K. BARBER

811

u q

ii. u.

nmu JPRP.R
UUU.
L

W. N.

Townsend

All first olasg barbers In charge. Call mid
give ns atrlalatO. K. Barber Sbop.

aan rrancisco oireot

Co.

"THE RACKET STORE"
Santa Fe. N. M.
GENTS;

Beginning at once we are inaugurating in every town
and City in the UDited States the biggest Sale on fancy
vestings tbat the Ceutury has ever known.
We will perform a surgical operation on all quotation and
carve deep down to the bone of our work shop cost.

Ifyoudont pulverise competition while
this sale is on
If you dont establish yourself and the
in'
Royal line as the biggest value-giveryour Territory.
THEN, frankly something is wrong with
the advertising you use,

1

s

GROCERS.

I

1908 CROP

Every Single
Breasted Vesting

WALUTS

ENGLISH

and

REGARDLESS OF PREVIOUS QUOTATION

ALMONDS

frankly admit that this remarkable sale is an advertising plan that every VESTING you sell at these prices will
be sold at a loss to us.
This safe is not a money making scheme, either for you
or for us' it is a plan to show every mother's son in your
towu the kind of tailoring we turn out and we expect you to
sacrifice your profit just as wa do ours,
Every SINGLE VESTING should be retailed by you at
2.7.5. The 50c gives you
jour margin for express charges
We

1908 CROP
EVP0RATE0
PEACHES.
PEARS,
APPRIC0TS
PLUIViS

YOURS TRULY,

New Figs

THE ROYAL TAILORS

Chicago & New York.

TABLE RAISINS
...
..

The Big Sale

SEEDED RAISINS
and

;

CURRANTS

muii"
nr
CI TR ON
-"-

locket Store

BETTER HURRY THESE SAME VESTS HAVE BEEN
SELLING AT FROM $4.00 to $7.50.

a

LEMON AND ORANGE PEEL

O.

C. WATSON

C. A. BISHOP

O. C WATSON & COMPANY?

SWEET CIDER

IF YOU WISH TO RENT,
BUY, OR SELL A MOD.
ERN COTTAGE, CALL
...
ON US

SHOP

FIVE CHAIRS
WITH T. W. Roberts, E H Baca
F. S Rivera, Al G. Slaughter
and W. M. Perry

&

08

-:

.S. UNESCO,

ma.

We Also Have

Several Business Properties For Sale

INSURANCE AND SURETY BONDS.

-

TJIE SANTA
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Tickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive
of the various
gency for all ocean steamship lines.. Booklets and literature
o travelers,
vaiuaoie
imormauon
railroad and steamship lines, containing
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
free upon application.
Not Coal Land Forest.
ait frtiglu servics to and from all Eastern and western marKen.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., December
LYNC.
190$.
2;ird,
CITY FREiO.HT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
Notice is hereby given that William
II. Rogers, of Jemez Springs, N. M.,
17th, 1902, made
who, on January
i
9
homestead entry No. G7S3 tOlSOOG) for
EVi XKU. SVY'i NKli and NEV4 SB
IVIli 01
LUU S
.
Section 25, Township 20 X., Range
2 K., X. M. P. Meridian, has filed noI
tice of intention to make final five
iimii
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before register
or receiver, at Santa Fe, X, M on the
12th day of February, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Hugh
Murray, of Jemez Springs, X. M.; Edward ilcCauley, of Jemez Springs, X.
M.; Samuel Adams, of Jemez Springs,
X. M.; Elijah M. Fentou, of Jemez
No. 1.
Miles From
. Springs, X. M.
,,, A T I O N S '
M,Jf Vrom
s
DAILY
Dt'S Moines
DALLY
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Mi---

J.P

u

ni,
MM

pi
o

m

nmnnnn

Put

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.
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Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving in Dawson, N.
6:15 p. m.
t Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M.,
9:55 a. m.
Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:C5 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A. S. at Des Moines, E. P
& S W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron &
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points in New Mexico: Ocate,
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N, M., is depot for following points in New Mexico: Arroyo
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy. Black Lakes,
Cerro,
Questa, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
j

M.,

K,

J. DEDMfVN,

Superintendent
RATON,

NJ.

-

-

Rroy.N.

$6.50; full list

Food Law.
.says, ' One of the
to inform the con
is
of
law
the
objects
sumer of the presence of certain harm
The law re
ful drugs in medicines."
quires that the amount of chloroform,

Paso?

opium, morphine, and other habit
forming drugs, be stated on the label
of each' bottle. The manufacturers of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy have always claimed that their remedy did not
contain any of these drugs, and the
truth of this claim is now fully proven,
as no mention of them is made on' the
label. This remedy is not only one
of the safest, but one of the best in
use for coughs and colds. Its value
has ben proven beyond question during the many years it has been in general use. For sale by all druggists.

TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

at 11:10 A. M.
Paso at 5:30 P.M.

At Torrance
Be in EI

Tha Trip to El Paso is a quick pleisant journey via
the S. P. C. and E. P. & S. W. Take advantage of
this splendid service the tirst time you have occas-sioto go El Paso.

Li

n

V.

S3

R- -

STILES,
General Passenger Agent.
El Paso. Texas,

it

The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Sprirgs ar.d Pueblo
is Via the

15

DENVER
f

"

GRIDE

& Hill

RAILWAY

Also to the
Through the ferti'e San Luis valley,
San Juan country of Colorado.
For information as to rates, train service, descriptive literature, etc. call cn or address.

The New Mexican can ao printing
equal to that done in any of tha large
cities. Our solicitor, every pleca ot
iwork we turn out. T17 our stock one
and you will certainly come again. We
lave all the facilities fo rturning out

the best binderies In the West.
i

Direct Route
J

school blanks.

The Pure
Secretary Wilson

ES

Fever Sores.
Fever sores and old chronic sores
should not be healed entirely, but
should be taken in healthy condition.
This can be done by applying Chamberlain's Salve. This salve has no
superjor for this purpose. It is also
most excellent for chapped hands,
sore nipples, burns and diseases of
the skin. For sale by all druggists.
The New Mexican Printing company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
und merchants; good everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in tKjok form.

,r..
II5''
1

Denver. Colo.
,

r. (.a,

1 .

n.

F. H. cTWcBRIDE, Agent.
' j Santa Fe, N. M.

by American Press Association.

that's what! I'd rather marry an
dertaker."

un-

"But you have made no objection to
studying medicine before now."
"A sexton in a cemetery would be
far preferable to a sawbones."
"Come, tell me what has happened
to excite this antagonism to the noblest of the professions."
"Weren't you and Dick Triumiing-liMi- n
riding in a trolley yesterday on
College street?"
"I was."
"And who was the third person of
the party?"
"We had a skeleton with us. We
were taking it to our rooms."
"And who was the person you called
Billy?"
"Why, that was what we called the
skeleton."
"So, indeed, you called It Billy? And
who put the cigarette between its
jaws and said, 'Don't smoke, Hilly; it
isn't allowed?' "
"Oh, you must have been told this
yarn by some mean, contemptible"
"Not a bit of it. No one told me."
"Then how did you gel on to il V"
"Never mind that. Was it necessary that you should put a nickel between the horrid thing's linger bones
and say, 'Here, Billy, pay your fare
like a mail?' "
"Did we do that?"
"Yes, you did."
"You mean Diclt did it."
"It doesn't matter which of you did
it. You were In h acting like ghouls.
And if you didn't do it you did something equally frightful."
my

.1

"What was that?"
"You said: 'Billy, you ought to have

"That wasn't funny either."
"It was revolting."

A pause.

"I wish you'd toll me how you got
on to all this."
"Perhaps you don't remember a girl
who got into the car with a thick veil
over her face to protect her from the
storm and hung on to a strap. The
thing was silting on your lap"
"Oh. my"
'And you said what did you say?"
"I don't remember."
"Don't remember! You said, 'Get up,
Billy, and give the Hrty your seat.'"
A pause a dreadful pause.
"And the girl was"
"One who had often sat on your lap
and felt your arms about her and your
kisses. To think that I should have
been forced to listen to such words
and see that awful thing sitting in my
place! I can't bear the thought of it."
Another very long pause.
"What did you do?"
"What did I do? I know what I
wanted to do. I wauled to tell the
conductor to let me get. off. but just
then a gentleman a real gentleman,
rose
such as I always supposed yon to
and gave nie his seat. I shut my
eyes to keep from looking at the grinning ghost opposite, but I kept my
ears open to hear what next the man
1 have loved would
say." (Weeps.)
A pause, in which the yonug man
looks at the ceiling, the floor, the
walls, anything, everything except the
girl; then be gulps sorrowfully:
"I suppose it's all over between us?"
"I should think so."
"This evening I'll not have you by
me, as usual. You'll not sit on my lap:
my hearfll not beat against yours.
I'll sit alone in my room, with no one
to comfort me except"
A pause.
"Who'll comfort you?"
"None but Billy."
"You don't deserve any one I mean
anything else."
"It'll be awful lonesome sitting there
that way."

The seam and record TmoRs tor notaries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
'reasonable rates. Seals for incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Print
ing company. Santa Fe. New Mexico.
Legal blanks oon. Emfftlsth
Spanish for sale by the New
Printlngr comnan".
Subscribe

and
Mex-ca-

for the New Mexican.

a

4

4
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NEW MEXICOOCOLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHAMC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

A

school whose 'Jaiin is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete

1 li

College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
and Electrical Engineering and in Household Eco-

Civil

nomics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agricul"
ture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory
course.

Expenses are low and there are mauy opportunities

for self support.

For Catalogue and further information, address the President.

W. E.
'

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Haek

&

lus

CO.

Une

120 San Francisco St.

"What way?"
"With nobody tmt Billy."

,

SOCIETIES

FRATEKKU

n

lie-a-

An ominous pause.
"Suppose I promise never to do so
any more?"
No answer.
"You know I've always loved you,
never any one eise in toe worm, it s
pretty hard to have no real person to
love, only a"
No encouragement.
"Goodby."
He takes her hand, and she makes a
feint at withdrawing It.
"Just one kiss before we part."
"Not a single one."
"I'll never, never do anything to offend you again."
Silence.
'"Won't you forgive me? If I go to
that awful room with that awful thing
there I do believe I'll blow out my
Ijralns."
He draws her down Into his lap.
Curtain.
EUGENE HOLMES BURT.

16, 1909.

MASONIC.
Palace.
R. R. Wude, Ahunogordo; R. G.
Mullen, H. W. Walcott, Ahunogordo;
MonteziiDiu Lodge No
Edward W. Roberts, Washington. D.
1, A. F. & A. M. RegC; George Roslington, Albuquerque;
ular commuuication
S. Burkhardt, O. H. Merwin, Albu
& tfo
first Monday of each
querque; J. H. Cloyes, New York; O.
month at
Masonic
II. Kniffen, Denver; J. O. Eaton, Bos
Hal! at 7:!?n n, m.
v
ton; T. E. Garrett, Denver; J. HanJ. A. MAS3IE.
ley, Albuquerque; H. O. Bursum, SoWorthy ruaster.
corro; J. Porter Jones, Albuquerque; ALAN R. M'CORD, Secretary.
M. L. Burrows, City. C. M. Light, Silver City; W. E. Garrison,
Mesilla
S.nt. Fe Chapter No. I
Park; R. R. Larkin, Las Vegas; S.
R. A. M. Resular
Luna, Las Lunas; Math, B. Thompson,
Becouu Monday
Las Cruces; M. Connor, Pueblo, Colo.;
of each month at MaA. C. McElvain, St. Louis; John Y.
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. in.
Hewitt, White Oaks; B. S. Gowen, Las
S. SPITZ, H. P.
Vegas; Mrs, H. P. Mera, Detroit, ARTHUR SELICMAN, Secretary.
Mich.; W. H. Gillenwater, Albuquerque; M. M. Padgett, Herbert W.
Santr, Fe Commandary
Clark, Las Vegas; M. W. Mills, Spring- No. 1, K. T. Regular
c.
conclave
Monfourth
The Claire.
day in each month at
L. H. Darby, Denver; C. P. Dunn,
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Clifton, Ariz.; J. L. Hirsch, Chicago;
JOHN H. WALKER, E. C.
G. E. Merwin, St. Joseph; J. C. Cantu, H.
F. STEPHENS. Recorder.
Conejos, Colo.; C. L. Pollard and son,
Espanola; W. B. Schriver and wife;
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Chamita: R. E. Curry, Denver; George
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Sena, Santa Rosa; Jose '. Armijo.
Santa Rosa; R. R. MacMay, Pagosa Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
Springs; Tom C. Collins, St. Louis; at 7:30 o'clock
in the evening in
L. E. Gallegos, Clayton; B. E. Ped-ricMasonic
south side of Plaza.
Hall,
Willard. Win. P. Tanner, New
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
York; H. T. Dent, Denver; A. W.
invited to attend.
Denver; W. L. Bateman, dially
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32.
R.
E. Smith, Pueblo; O. Tay
Xaranjos;
Venerable Master.
and wife, Trinidad; C. J. Winstow,
F.
HENRY
STEPHENS, 14,
Santa Fe; T. C. Baker, Jenny B. HarSecretar
Severo Encinas,
ris, Albuquerque;
e.
a.
o.
p.
Santa Fe.
Coronado.
No. 460, B. P. C.
Santa Fe
W. G. Black,
Fruitland; Jose E. holds its Long session on the sec- regular
Gomez, Ildofonzo; !.M, R. Baker and
nd and fourth Wednesdays of each
wife, Sunnyside; E. Bates, Enbudo;
month.
Visiting brothers are invited
Celestino Sena, Santa Rosa.
and welcome.
Normandie.
T. P. GABLE,
II. E. Eneaso, Texico; J. Juan Mites,
Exalted Ruler
Canjilon; G. A. Rinehardt, Denver; P.
J. D. SENA.
A. Speckman, Estancia; Herman P.
Scretarv
Williams, Vigon; Anicesto Gallegos
and wife; J. H. Green. Raton ; Wesley
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Peer, Glorieta; C. A. Bradley, Golden;
Ramon Blea, Lamy.
Not Coal Land.
Serial No. 07842.
There is no case on record of a
Department of the Interior.
cough, cold or la grippe developing U. S. Land Oilice at Santa Fe, N. M.
into pneumonia after Foley's Honey
Dec. 29, 190S.
,
and Tar has been taken, as it cures
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
the most obstinate deep seated coughs Jose Mares, of Cerrillos, New Mex.,
and colds. Why take anything else. who, on Sept. 17, 190G, made HomeSold by all druggists.
stead entry Serial No. 07S42, No. 10047,
XW
SW
XE
for SE
The New Mexican FriiarThg company Lots
Section
IS,
Township 14
Is prepared to furnish Cards a
vite North,
Range 9 East, New Mexico
or ladles and for gentlemen on short Prin. Meridian, has filed notice of intotioe in first class style at reasonable tention to make final
Proof, to
rices, either engraved or printed. establish claim to the land above de(:all at the New Mexican Printingcoro- - scribed, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
If you will take Foley's Orino Lax- Mexico, on the 11th day of March,
ative until the" bowels become regular 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
you will not have to take purgatives
Frank Archibeque,
Felipe Mares,
constantly, as Foley's Orino Laxative
positively cures chronic constipation Juan Padillo, all of Cerrillos, N. M.;
and sluggish liver. Pleasant to take. Cristobal Anaya. of Galistio, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
Sold by all druggists.

.

.

Many little lives have been saved
by Foley's Honey and Tar, for coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough. It
is the only safe remedy for infants
and children as it contains no opiates
or other narcotic drugs, and children
like Foley's Honey and Tar. Careful
mothers keep a bottle in the house.
Refuse substitutes. Sold by all druggists.

?

S K. HUUF1SK, U.

1908,

"It's all over between us."
"But, sweetheart!"
"Don't sweetheart me!"
"For heaven's sake, what can have
made this change'"
"I'll never marry a medical man;

-

RUON.

tt- -

A Love Sped.

worn votir overcoat. You'll catch cold.' "
"I I was thinking of the real person
the skeleton was before he died."
"Oli, you were! Then why did you
laugh when Dick said, 'He slipped out
the back door and got away from his
poor old mother, who was chasing him
Herewith are some Darga-u- s
oCereti Willi his rubber.?' "
"Did I laugh at that?"
by the New Mexican Printing Com"You know very well you laughed at
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep it."
"It wasn't funny at all, was it?"
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
"Funny! It was shocking."
Pleading forms, J5; Missouri Code
"Well, Dick, he- "Pleadings, $6; the two for ?10; Adapt"Oh, yes; it's always 'Dick, he.'
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903, That's the way you crawl out of
Whose hat was on the
English and Spanish pamphlets, $.25; everything.
Flexible thing's head?"
Sheriff's
full leather, 3;
"I put my hat mi it, but only for a
Cover Pocke4 Docket, single, $1.25;
New minute."
two or more books, $1 each;
"And said, 'There's too much draft
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos,
for a bald bead.' "
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each; Compil

ation Corporation Laws, 75c; Compila-ges-t
W. A. GORMAN,
J, van HOUTEN;
full
of New Mexico Reports,
Gen- Pass- Age ;t tion Mining Laws, 50c; Money's
V. tres. and Gen Mgr-

Mm to
I

Religious Author's Statement.
For several years I was afflicted
with kidney trouble and last winter
I was suddenly stricken with a severe
pain in my kidneys and was confined
to bed eight days unable to get up
without assistance. My urine contained a thick white sediment and I pass
ed same frequently day and night.
I commenced taking Foley's Kidney
Remedy, and the pain gradually abated
and finally ceased and my urine he
came normal. I cheerfully recommend
Foley's Kidney Remedy. Sold by all
druggists.
A

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Copyright,

j""'1'

SATURDAY, JANUARY

MEXICAN, SAXTA FE, X. M.

If your Stomach, Heart or Kidneys are
werk, try at loast, a few doses only of
Dr. Snoop's Restorative. In five or
ten days only, the result will surprise
you. A few cents will cover the cost.
And here is why help comes so quickly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the Stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or Kidneys. Dr. Snoop's Restorative goes
directly to the weak and failing
nerves. Each organ has its own controlling nerve. When these nerves
fall, the depending organs must of
necessity taller. This plain, yet vital
truth, clearly tells why Dr. Shoop's
Restorative is so universally successful. Its success is leading druggists
everywhere to give it universal preference. A test will surely tell. Sold
by Stripling, Burrows & Co.

flew tjexico Central faildoad; Time Table
f I

NKW

.rirwi:'-

Call up

1

32 Black for Carriages.

j

ADOLF SEL1GMAN DRY GOODS CO.

Tw Weeks

Special Sale

nly

Latest Novelties in Fall and Winter Dress
Goods.

Of

SATURDAY, JANUARY

16, 1909.
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GO TO

COMMIE

WILLARD, NEW

TO

BE LEI NEW MEXICO

1
ESSSi

The Live Commercial

City of the Estancia Valle)

FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS

1LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RYf-- '

OP

NEW MEXICO.

THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to betheCOUNTY SEAT of
Torrance County New Mexico W laid out in thp fall of 1905 It is nnv-thriving city of nearly 1000 mnabitants. It lies on the main line off tne
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Pe Railway system, running east and west rooj
Chicago to a!! California points and the Santa Fe Central ftauwa.y iuuumg
from Santa Pe, N. M., in close connection wim tue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipoing and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

F

Oh

a

Belen is .31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Mam Line of the' Santa Pe
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and points East to San
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet laid out with broad 80
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade treesi
public school house, costing 1(J,000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Patent
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new up-t- date modern improvement and 3 other Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central
New Mexico, Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be
estimated.
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THE WILLIARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT

COMPANY

BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY
ARE OWNERS OF THE!

ARE OWNERS OF THE

ELEM TO WW SITE

WILLARD TGWMSITE

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MA1UAND FREIGHT TRAINS.
'OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

:

i

semi-annuall-

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,

The lots offered are in the center of the city, welligraded and '2.000 shade trees on avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perfect; warranty deeds-Onthird purchase money, cash Two-thirmay remain on note, with mortgage as security, for
UUt3 ycaXj Willi u
jjvi tcui luucicou uicicvu.

Vice- - Pres

ds

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES IF YOU WISH TO SECURE CHOICEST LOTS

WM.M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
:

:

:

APPLY

TO

:

:

:

E. P. DAVIES, Agent

New Fjexico.

Willard,
W. C. 1. 0. NOTES.

The arms of a mother can shield from

morrow, without robbing tomorrow,
and the "Day cometh when no man
shall work."
This is especialy applicable to the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union
at this present time, and to all who
are working for the good of the people of New Mexico. Nothing should
be left undone that we can do, no
word left unsaid.
There is work,
worlds of work to be done. Our work
is largely a work of education, and
eternal industry and vigilance is the
price of success.
We were very much disappointed to
get. a card yesterday from Mrs. Nut-

harm,
But the arms of the Lord are safer,

TOWN

BELEN

THE

of Company.

JOHN BECKER, President'

j

&

IMPROVEMENT CO.
WM. M. BERGER? Secretary.

Stomach Trouble Cured.
If you have any trouble with your
stomach you should take Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets. Mr J.
P. Klote of Edina, Mo., says: "I have
used a great many different medicines
for stomach trouble, but find ChamFURNISHED rooms, 181 Palace Ave.
35c berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
more beneficial than any other remedy
FURNISHED ROOMS with Board,
I ever used." For sale by all
181 Palace avenue.

Cofonado Cafe

35c SUNDAY 35c.
DINNER.
The tender leaves of a harmless lung- We shall do so much in the years to
Dr.
to
mountainous
shrub, give
healing
come;
MENU.
Shoop's Cough Remedy its marvelous 35c
curative properties. Tight, tickling, or
But, what have we done today?
Relishes:
We shall give our gold in princely
distressing coughs, quickly yield to
sum ;
the healing, soothing action of this
Celery.
But what did we give today?
Shoop's
Soup:
splendid
prescription Dr.
FOR RENT Six room modern
Mock-TurtlWe shall lift the heart and dry the
Cough Remedy. And it is so safe and
and wedcams ae
O. C. Watson & Co.
Engraved
Roast:
tear,
good for children, as well. Containing
a specialty at the New
invitations
ding
K. C. Prime Beef,
no opium, chloroform, or other harmWe shall paint a hope in the palace
Mexican Printing office. An one standDesirable front room with bath.
Chicken and Dressing.
ful drugs, mothers should in safety alof fear,
in need of such will do well to
ing
at 107 Johnson street.
(
We shall speak the words of love and
Entrees:
ways demand Dr. Shoop's. If other
call at this office and examine samXo!
ter
and
remedies are offered, tell them
stating that Misses Stewart
cheer;
Spaghetti and Cheese.
ples, style of work ana prices.
WANTED A cook. Apply to Mrs.
Strickland could not come to Santa Be your own judge! Sold by StripBut what did we speak today?
Vegetables:
R.
J. Palen, 231 East Palace avenue.
Y.
W. ling. Burrows & Co.
to organize
the
Fe
Mashed Spuds,
Sugar Corn.
25c
after-whiteach
90
Besides
from
C.
we
U.
as
cups
had
T.
the
so
large
kind in
Dessert:
branch,
We shall be
FOR SALE Good
upright piano
package of Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee,
Mince and Lemon Pie,
anticipated their doing on Thurs"
I
silvered
Furniture
company
25c
at
now
clever
in
a
nquire
Wagner
put
Vanilla Ice Cream,
But what have we been today?
Assorted Cakes.
day. This will postpone matters a
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS
Coffee Strainer Coupon. Look store.
We shall bring each lonely life a little, but we hope in the near future
for it, besides, most perfect. Made
to have some one else equally as good,
smile;
There is no Quinine, nothing whatever
from pure toasted cereals, malt,
FOR RENT Furnished rooms for
only
branch.
we
or to ourselves organize this
But what have
brought today?
hanh or sickening in Preveutics.
s
We shall t give to truth a grander We have quite a number of young la- Episcopal The Church of the Holy These little Candy Cold Cure Tablets nuts, etc. Sold by Cartwright-Davilight Housekeeping. Mrs. Jiogie, tv
Faith.
Gareld Ave. (South Side)
dies ready and willing for the work.
act as by magic. A few hours and Co.
birth,
Rev. W. R. Dye, in charge.
And to steadfast faith a deeper worth,
Our regular meeting will be held on
your threatening Cold is broken.
Holy communion at 7:30 a. m.
We shall feed the hungering souls of Tuesday the 19th at our room 107
FOR RENT The modern seven-roomeIf you want anything on earth try
Candylike in taste, Preventieg please
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
earth,
a
want
Mexican
"ad."
New
the
children
Washington avenue. Any W. C.,T. U.
and
cottage on Grant Avenue, ocbreak
the
they
Morning prayer with sermon at 11
But whom have we fed today?
members who are visiting in Santa Fe
cupied by Doctor J. A. Rolls, which
always. And least of all is
will be cordially welcome, as will any o'clock.
the economy. A large box 48
New Mexi- - i will be vacated on New Year. Apply
Subscribe
for
the
Daily
Seats free. All cordially incited.
We shall reap such joys in the bye- - one interested in our work.
25 cents. Ask your druggist. area and get the news.
at the New Mexican office.
Methodist Episcopal.
and-byThe Loyal Temperance Legion will
He knows!
Sold by Stripling, BurC.
E.
Anderson, Pastor.
But what have we sown today?
meet at headquarters room on Friday,
rows & Co. '
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
We shall build our mansions in the the 22nd at 3:30 p. m. Let all memPreaching at 11 a, m.
bers be there as promptly as possible.
sky;
Simple Remedy for La Grippe.
Epworth League at 6:45 p. m.
But what have we built today?
The Woman's Christian Temperla grippe coughs that may
Racking
Evening preaching at 7:30.
"Tis sweet in idle dreams to bask,
ance Union as a body wish to extend
into pneumonia over night
develope
Prayer meeting Wednesday evening are
But here and now do we our task?
to Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Butts their
quickly cured by Forley's Honey
at 7:30.
Yes, this1 is one thing our souls must deep sympathy and sorrow at the
and Tar. The sore and inflamed
ask,
great loss they have sustained in the
The New Mexican Printing com- lungs are healed and strengthened,
"What have we done today?"
death of their beautiful and talented
and a dangerous condition Is quickly
young daughter, Gladys. What hopes, pany has prepared civil and criminal averted. Take only Foley's Honey and
dockets especially for the use of jusSold by
Tar, in the yellow package.
TO- Today is always the accepted time what aspirations, what joy have gone tices of the
peace. They are especial- all
for work. We may "plan" for the fu- out with this young life?
druggists.
CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, ST, LOUIS, DENVER
Who can measure the loss to those ly ruled, with printed headings, in
ture, but today is the only time in
EL PASO, MEXICO AND CALIFORNIA
either
of
or
made
Spanish
English,
measure
can
behind?
Who
the
left
which we can "work."
::
Each day
It is an admitted tact that real es'
durrecord
and
good
paper,
strongly
brings Its own work, so what is left gain to her?
and
men
financial
merchants
all
tate,
"PALACES OS WHEELS"
undone today is left undone for all The loves of earth are true and warm, ably bound, with leather back and say that
quickest and best resultsare
covers and canvas sides, hall full
-.
MAGNIFICENT
time. We cannot do today's work to I But the love of Christ is greater;
PULLMAN SLEEPERS
the New
by advertising
index in front and the fees of justices obtained
I
ELEGANT TOURIST SLEEPERS,
of the peace and constables printed Mexican,
I I
In full on the first page. The pages
FREE RECLINING CHAIR CARS,
are
10
are
should
inches.
These
books
be a
Don'tojTake the Risk.
Becoming a mother
source of joy, but the suffering made up in civil and criminal dockets,
When you have a bad cough or cold
No Dust, No Smoke, Stone
incident to the ordeal makes separate of 32 pages each, or with do not let It drag along until it be-- !
A Perfect Railroad
both
one
and
civil
bound
criminal
in
comes
chronic
or
or
one
bronchitis
areaa.
develops
anticipation
Ballast, Oil Sprinkled
and Perfect Service
Mother's Friend is the only rem book, 80 pages civdl and 320 pages into an attack of pneumonia, but give
criminal. To introduce them they are it the attention it deserves and get rid
edy which relieves women of offered at the following prices
of it. Take Chamberlain's Cough RemReduced Round Trip Rates tn
much of the pain of maternity: Civil or Criminal
$2.75 edy and you are sure, of prompt relief.
this hour, dreaded as woman's severest trial, is not only made less pain- Combined Civil and Criminal . . 4.00 From a small
beginning the sale and
ful, but danger is avoided by its use. Those who use this remedy are
For 45 cents additional for a single use of this prepaartlon has extended!
or
no longer despondent gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distress docket, or 55 cents additional for a to all
parts of the United States and;
combination docket, they will be sent to many foreign countries. Its manyi
A 1 1 ! ."V
ing conditions are overcome,
I I
and the system is prepared for I
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in remarkable cures of coughs and colds
If
full must accompany
order. State have won for It this wide reputation
the coming event. "It is worth
VI IV-- V II I O I I r
For Iuf ormation, Time Tables and Santa Fe Literature
plainly whether English or Spanish and extensive use. Sold by all
its weight in gold, say many
is
Call
wanted.
at City Ticket Office. "Catron Block" East Side
heading
printed
who have used it.
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"No-Drip-
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Pre-venti-
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THE WAY

THE SHORT LINE

Three

iSU TnVTTH qqus
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CALIFORNIA, MEXICO
CITY, PHOENIX AND
THE GRAND CANYON
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Oil fV"

00 per bottle. Bonk of value to
all expectant mothers mailed free.
Hm Brtdfidd Regnlttor Co. , Atlanta, Ga,

of PJaia

H

subscribe for tne Daily New Mexl
can and get the news.

H.
Subscribe for the Daily New
and get the &ws.

S.LUTZ,
Agent.
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Diamond

WILL SEND YOU A SELECTION

16, 1909.

Established In 1323

OF FINE

f

HI

at home
Mrs. T. B. Catron
(Continued From Page One.)
on next Tuesday from 4 to 6 o'clock.
You will receive a fiipcrbnsfmrtrnfnt selected
Miss Anna McCauly Is spending, a Ute Indians were troublesome along
r
with great care from our
stock of
Diamond mounted Jewelry.
Kirst
most delightful time in this city as the Colorado border. An escort conus what you desire a Diamond Ring, Brooch,
the guest of Mrs. T. B. Catron.
sisting of a lieutenant and ten troop1'iu, Earrings, or Stud also the price you conSolitaire Diamond
template payitiu, and whether to send through
ers was furnished Darling during part
Rir Bi solid Qold
local hank or express office. After mnkimr
your
Diamond
Rinflj
mounting, $100.
of the time of making the survey.
selection remit for the Diamond vou keen
fancy salting, 550. your
when you return the other ien. We nav all
rViarcca.
This and lack of proper opportunities
HifflniTOTni"
We import exclusively the clenresf, most brilliant and perfect cems. These Diamonds we
for taking observations made Darmount in our own factory in newest designs of excinisite heantv. This nnbles us to sell
to you direct at original Importers' prioes, ranging from $10. to tO.OOO.
Our bo
ling's survey unreliable and Inaccur(Continued From Page 2.)
years' reputation for integrity is jour absolute protection.
he
ate,
says.
Write
Diamond Booklet FREE.- -ft illustrate hundred t of the charming
President Roosevelt showed much
Republicans Were Successful Rejbivcu hi. uur wHoxum, j. uu wwt una it an am lo exumacioru purchrtsina of choke Diamonds, U
In
interest
Mr.
A
A
Johnson's letter and
Elft from JACCARD'S" always wins the Kr-- at st opiiivcinti
nno
filCTI II ..
ports fro nievery county in the terriHIM w
WVII sift
'e our Catalog' In r M if Mrwt fnt.r,..;! i.i. on,' t ,
ribes. ' 1
tory indicate that. Ihe Republicans asked Mr. Cook to again see him In
"llstrates and (fives our low prices on Diumunus, Watches, Silverwares,'
CATALOGUE
I
ui uiass, jueatner ikxxis, Art Stationery, Mlk Umbrellas, Electroliers
have lief 'ii successful in the precinct reference to the boundary question.
IS READY. IV Clocks. China, Decorated Glass end Art s.
".ir OnaiwiM
"Abw.
Working for Indian School.
elections for justices of the peace and
lute satisfaction or your money refunded." CATALOG MAILED FREE,
Senator Guggenheim telegraphed
constables in nearly all the precincts
MERMOD, JACCARD & KING JEWELRY CO.,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
of the territory. The strength of the the Durango, Colo., board of trade askRepublican party is increasing stead- ing Its views relative to continuing
the Fort Lewis Indian school, or turnily.
More Scarlet Fever Another case ing it over to the state for educational Important progress toward still betGRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
If continuance is desired, ter future use of the Forests by stock16. Wheat
Jan.
of scarlet fever has been reported and purposes.
Chicago,
May
in the same house in which Gladys he will endeavor to secure an amend- men.
$1.06
July, 9797
The development of watering placCorn May, CO
Butts died the other day. The house ment to the Indian apropriation bill
July, 61
61
If not, he will es is another means that is being puris a double one occupied by two dif- for adequate funds.
Oats May,' 51 4 51
ferent families. The new case is that press his bill to have the school trans-fere- d sued to the same end, while the killJuly, 46c
to the state.
Pork Jan., $16.85; May, $17.
of a
ing ,of predatory wild animals by,
girl, Helen CunningMarines Go Back On Ships.
United States Forest Service hunters
Lard Jan., $9.65.
ham, Her condition is serious.
.Washington, Jan. 10. By a unani saved" the stockmen losses probably
Lard Jan., $9.65; May, $9.85.
mous vote, the house committee
amount
the
than
entire
of
greater
South-wespaid
t
The
company, Santa Fe,
naval affairs agreed to recommend in grazing fees. This amount was over
WOOL MARKET.
have applicants for furnished rooms,
Kansas Citv, Jan. 16. Cattle ReThrough the enforcement
List, with placing marines back on the ships of $0(50,0 00.
and unfurnished houses.
them. Don't let them remain vacant. the navy contrary to the action of the of quarantine regulations and the ceipts. 300. Steady,
The action was taken fol- distribution of blackleg vaccine other
Southern steers, $4.25$6.00.
jDrop a card. Watch the bulletin board president.
from
disease
were
losses
lowing
Southern cows, $2.50 $4.35.
several
testimony
prevented.
lasting
days.
East side of the Plaza. Something
Admiran Evans was the last, witness
Stcokers and feeders, $3.40(0 $5.40.
new every day.
heard, lie approved the recent orBulls, $3.25(i $5.00.
ORVILLE
WRIGHT
der of the president removing marines
Calves, $3.75Cf$S.15.
snaEraneaiaKStticBss
from the ships and urged their organIN TRAIN WRECK Western steers, $4.00(7? $6.25.
DfllrVJi CDQ
ization into battalions, but still part
Western cows, $3.00 $3.00.
i lUttL
ai
of the navy.
Escaped Uninjured, But Ten of His
Hogs Receipts, 7,000. Steady to
' Fellow
Can Lilly Hold Both Offices?
Passengers Were Hurt. strong.
Bulk of sales, $5.40 $6.10.
Washington, Jan. 16. The right of
Political Pointers Among the old
Han,
France, Jan. 16. Orvi'le
Heavy, $6.00 $6.15.
line democrats in the city attending Governor Lilly, of Connecticut, to re
Packers and butchers, $5.80 $6.10.
the session of the legislature, is John tain his seat as representative was Wright,' his sister, Miss Katherlne
Y. Hewitt of White Oaks. Mr. Hewitt questioned
by Gaines, of Tennessee Wright, and Mrs. Hart O'Bride, wife
Light, $5.30 $5.90.
the European business manager of Pigs, $4.25$5.25.
states that he has a number of bills today. Gaines offered a resolution f
to present before the legislative body, daring that Lilley having been duly (the Wright brothers, were in a
Sheep Receipts, none; nominally
and qualified as a member of road wreck in Landes today. None steady.
but that it is impossible to submit all
Chicago, Jan. 16. Cattle, Receipts,
the bills that really ought to be the house and also as governor of sustained serious injuries but ten
his name be stricken engers on the train were hurt, four of 300. Steady.
passed. In his opinion the law govBeeves, $4.00 $7.25.
erning the incorporation of villages from the roll of the house and the them seriously.
The
vacant.
resolution
declared
to
Texans,
be
$4.15$5.25.
amended
ought,
giving greater
Western, $4.00 $5.60.
jiower to the various trustees regard- was referred to the committee on ju-' ALLEGED CATTLE
THIEF IN CUSTODY
Stackers and feeders, $3.25 $5.00.
ing the village tire lines, the creation (liPinrv.
Cows and heifers, $1.75$5.50.
More Pensions.
of parks and other things of importLas Vegas, Jan .16. Tomas Valdez
ance to the villages, as this will aid
Calves, $7.50 $9.50.
Washington, Jan. 16. Delegate An
Sheep Receipts, 1,500. Steady.
the great number of new villages now diews, of New Mexico, secured the of upper Las Vegas, is now in the
Western, $3.25 $5.73.
springing up in all parts of the terri passage of the following pension bills county jail awaiting trial before the
territorial district court on tne charge
The taxation
Yearlings, $6.15 $7.15. ,
also, through the house this week:
laws,
tory.
of cattle stealing.
Western lambs, $5.25 $8.00.
he believes, need reforming, and he
Frederick Wolfe, $24 per month.
Ilia crime was a particularly ori
thinks that the county commissioners
Delegate Andrews introduced the
inal
and daring one and he would
The New Mexican Printing combe
twice
were
read
should
which
the
following hills,
throughout
territory
have carried it through successfully pany has on hand a large supply of
elected by the district, in the county and referred:
,
and not by the entire county, as at A bill granting an increase of pen- if rumors had not reached the sheriff pads and tablets suitable for school
:
:
:
:
present. He says the present mode of sion lo Edward Johnson, 17th 111. Vol.; of a few stray cows being seen in the wort, ihe desk, and also for lawyers
of Los Alamos.
and merchants; good everywhere We
j vicinity
electing has no more right to exist Infty., $50 per month.
'
Several carloads of cattle passed ffill sell tbem at 5 cents in book form.
A "bill granting an increase of pen-- :
than that congressmen should be elecLas Vegas Friday from the
j through
ted by the states-at-larg- e
instead of sion to Anna M. Shont.
on
west
The seala and record ToRe for notheir
way to the Kansas City
now
of
A
as
an
is
elected
the
bill
increase
case, by
pen
being
granting
the districts they represent.
sion to Zaney Ann McAuliffe; each markets and, in conformity to the taries public for sale by the New
.United States intertsate 'commerce Mexican Printing company at very
referred to invalid pensions.
Seals for IncorporA bill for the relief of the estate litw. wpl'e unloaded at the stock yards reasonable rates.
ated companies are also handled. Call
of Matias Baca, deceased, and his son, jnst above town for feed and rest
10
l." cents Veal loaf
7
cans 25 cents canned
Tat night Valdez made his way to at or address the New Mexican Print.hian"Rey Baca; to the committee on
the
15
shipping pens and released four ing company, Santa Fa. Nw Mexico.
1
00
20
cans
Sardines
cents
(.ajnis
meats
Notaries.
and drove them off. It is sup- animals
esAlso a bill for the relief of the
Addis Albro, Columbus, Luna coun12
05 1.5 cents cans Sardines
and
Legal blaaks Don, English
No 2 cans Tomatoes
two claims. Psed that he was afraid to take them
of
tate
Francisco
Montova;
Forest E. Levers, Rosweil, CharMex-caty;
for
sale
New
the
home
Spanish
hIs
t0
drove
and
them
out
by
1 85
Also a bill to remove the charge of
7 cans inanzanita asparagus 1 00 Sardines per dozen
ts county.
1
Printing' com ran1'
Ls Alamos. The Santa Fe n
from the military record of
Office
Mounted Police On Thursday
1 00
1.65 and 1. 75 for import- 7 cans Fancy Lima Beans
not
miss
the
Sanchez: to the committee on 1'loyes apparently did
Ranger .lames A. Heal arrested Claud-ibeeves for the cattle in the pens were
ivfTlcan.
Rnhw.rlbp for rt.n
affairs
military
2 cans Faultless Lima
ed goods of excellent
Sedilln, between Xutt Station and
I aSllin loaded
Larr'azolo Made Them Tired.
and started on their way.
'
Doming for cattle stealing. The pris25
When the sheriff went out to look
Beans
O. A. Larrazolo spoke for two hours
quality
oner was taken to Deniing.
- at tne animals, he learned that Tomas
comelections
house
todav before the
een hanging around,
Tarkington Resigns It is understood mittee. His speech was somewhat of Valdez had
his
on the stock and
that Captain It. A. Ford of Silver :i h
eye
keeping
of his speeches during the
The man
City will be appointed adjutant genre- - rested him on suspicion.
He
Mexico.
New
in
campaign
THE
,
to the theft,
eral of the territory, vice A. P,
- confessed
peated his charges again?t the elecwas
He
a
office.
befoe
who
has
the
given
resigned
hearing
and
Valencia
lion officers of Colfax.
We had a bunch of teas, of several different flavors and of
This will be a splendid appointment
nntie inst ms hp did dur- - tic of pace Felipe Baca y Garcia,
different prices, all the way up to 1.00 per pound. None of the by Governor Curry and will meet with
He said the but waived examination and was
kig the kite campaign.
lots were large enough to advertise separately so we mix them up the approval of all the people. Cap- miners in tne coal camps were neany bound over to await the action of the j AMERICAN & U IRA D. SHEPARD
in the sum of $1,000.
tain R. A. Ford has had much
3 EUROPEAN
all foreigners: Italians, Hungarians, grand jury
Proprietor.
together and have made a mixed tea of very fine quality. You will experience. He was an officermilitary
PLAN
in the
4
led.
were
and
etc.,
Swedes,
Austrians,
We
to
sell
how
it
well
it
drinks.
are
see
at
be surprised to
going
Roosevelt regiment of Rough Riders to the
polls and voted like sheep; not
for
$8.00.
ten
for
live
war and
cents
1.75;
during the Spanish-Americapounds
pounds
pound,
per
forty
OJd Harvey System Man.
knowing whom they voted for, or, in
himself for gallantry'
We have two small lots of McLaughlin's coffee, one a thirty, distinguished
many cases, which ticket, they voted.
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
and
in action at San Juan Hill He
gave special attention to Dawson,
five cents coffee and the other a forty cent coffee. We will sell and bravery
New
in other engagements.
York, Jan. 16. The statement
ThereafColf-fa- x
in
Van Hoiiten precincts,
of
the
these in any quantity at five cents per pound off. Bulk coifee of ter he joined the National Guard of Yankee,
clearing house banks for the
county; to San Rafael, and numer week shows
that the banks hold $25,- Mexico
New
has
it
served
a
as
and
in
counfor
$1.00
seven
fair quality at
ous1 other precincts in Valencia,
pounds
C88.173
than the requirements of
more
ever
since
with
and
.abilcredit
captain
in
tv; to Taiique and other precincts
Given Either in
...
thp 25 per cent rule. This is an in
ity. He has attended the military colcrease of $2,895,225 in proportion to
lege at Fort Leavenworth and is in in Socorro county.
SPANISH OR GERMAN
every way fitted for the important poraelve ua mimreu wilu
He rehashed in some detail the elec- - 1110
RAYMOND HAACKE
week
last
sition.
and
tion contest between 'Manzanares
Cross-15
Nusbaums
Sauce.
80
.
Worcestershire
London
Washington Ava.
Kitchen Bouquet. 25,
Amalgamated,
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